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Zusammenfassung
Konventionelle und aberrations-korrigierte Hohauösungs-Transmissionselektronenmik-
roskopie (HRTEM) sowie Raster-TEM (STEM) und Elektronenbeugung (ED) wurde in
dieser Arbeit experimentell auf den Fehlanpassungsshihtkristall (PbS)1.14NbS2 angewen-
det.
Ziel war es, die individuellen Atomsäulenpositionen an den Grenzähen des Systems
mit einer Präzision im sub-A˚ngstrom Bereih bestimmen zu können. Mit der so erreihten
Genauigkeit in der Bestimmung von Atomsäulenabständen sollten quantitative Auswer-
tungen an Modulationen der atomaren Struktur sowie Inhomogenitäten des Gitters ent-
lang der Grenzähen durhgeführt werden. Eine besondere Herausforderung stellt hierbei
die Auösung der leihten Shwefel Atomsäulen in unmittelbarer Nahbarshaft zu den
weitaus shwereren Blei- und Niobsäulen dar.
Die Entwiklung einer neuen Generation von Hohauösungs-Mikroskopen, die durh
Aberrations-Korrektur Messungen mit räumlihen Auösungen unterhalb von 1 A˚ngstrom
ermöglihen, hat einen signikanten Fortshritt in der Genauigkeit von experimentellen
Untersuhungn von Materialien auf atomarer Ebene in der Festörperphysik und Materi-
alwissenshaft bewirkt.
Speziell die Tehnik des negativen sphärishen Bildkontrastes (NCSI ontrast ima-
ging) ermögliht durh die Kombination von stark unterdrükter Bilddelokalisierung bei
gleihzeitigem optimalen Kontrasttransfer die Auösung atomarer Säulen auh bei Ab-
ständen von unter einem A˚ngstrom und stark untershiedlihen Kernladungszahlen und
somit atomaren Streufaktoren.
Die Tehnik der Austrittswellenfunktions-Rekonstruktion ermögliht weiterhin durh
numerishe Verfahren das Berehnen der Phase und Amplitude der quantenmehanishen
Elektronenwellenfunktion aus Fokusserien. Die Kenntnis der genauen Werte der Aberra-
tionen der Objektivlinse in einem aberrations-korrigierten Mikroskop steigert die Genaui-
geit der Rekonstruktion.
Der Shwerpunkt der Arbeit lag auf dem Verfahren der oben beshrieben NCSI Tehnik,
um die Auösung der individuellen Shwefel, Niob- und Bleisäulen entlang der Grenzä-
hen der Subsysteme PbS und NbS2 zu ermöglihen, was auh gelang.
Benutzt wurden hierfür das jüngst installierte konventionalle HRTEM Tenai F 30
S-Twin im Kieler Nanolabor und das aberrations-korrigierte Titan T 80-300 kV am Ernst
Ruska-Centrum für Mikroskopie und Spektroskopie mit Elektronen des Instituts für Fest-
4körperphysik am Forshungszentrum Jülih. Dieses geshah im Rahmen einer DFG geför-
derter Kollaboration.
Unterstützt wurden diese so entstandenen experimentellen Bilder stets durh soge-
nannte multislie Simulationen, die Elektronenbeugung und Bildentstehung bei der Elek-
tronenmikroskopie auf numerisher Basis berehnen und ergänzend zur besseren Bewer-
tung von experimentellen Resultaten herangezogen wurden.
Der Fehlanpassungsshihtkristall (PbS)1.14NbS2 weist entlang seiner inkommensurablen
Grenzähen, die aufgrund seiner sandwih-artigen Shihtstruktur in sehr hoher Zahl
vorkommen, vershiedene Modulationen der atomaren Säulenstruktur und Inhomogenitä-
ten auf, von denen einige hier erstmalig beshrieben werden. Mit Hilfe der NCSI Tehnik
wurden diese harakterisiert und erstmalig detailiert auf lokaler Ebene, d.h. direkt durh
Auswertung von Atomsäulenpositionen quantiziert, im Einzelnen:
• Die Störung der Stapelfolge des PbS Subsystems;
• Die Tetragonale Verzerrung des PbS;
• Langreihweitige Undulationen des Gesamtgitters.
Vergleihbare neuste Arbeiten [5℄ mit aberrations-korrigierter HRTEM an komplexen
Systemen liefern Genauigkeiten von 3-5 pm in der Atomsäulenpositionsbestimmung. Die
im Rahmen dieser Arbeit beste erreihte statistishe Genauigkeit bei der Bestimmung
von Atomsäulenabständen liegt mit 6 pm zwar unter der Genauigkeit von Röntgenbeu-
gungsexperimenten [13℄, im Gegensatz zu diesen Verfahren ist die Aussagekraft jedoh
niht durh räumlihe Mittellungen beshränkt, sondern ermögliht direkte Einsiht in
die lokale atomare Gitterstruktur des Kristalls.
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1Chapter 1
Introdution
In the last deade a ompletely new generation of high-resolution transmission eletron mi-
rosopes (HRTEM) with aberration-orreted eletron optis has been developed whih
enables solid state physis and materials siene studies to be performed at sub-A˚ngstrom
resolution. Suh instruments an also be equipped with energy lters and spetrometers
and thus allow studies not only of the struture but also the hemial omposition and
eletroni properties of materials at high spatial resolution.
Sine the invention of the tehnique, experimental TEM images suered from the
eets of lens aberrations. In partiular, the spherial aberration (Cs) of the objetive
lens deloalizes the objet information and auses a strong degradation of the image. The
eet of distortion of the eletron wave due to the spherial aberration is used to produe
phase ontrast in onventional HRTEM by ombining this aberration with a negative
defous of the objetive lens, that ats then like a Zernike phase plate [1℄. Unfortunately,
high spatial frequenies orresponding to eletrons that are sattered at large angles show
strong deloalization and ompliated ontrast transfer whih makes experimental images
inaessable to diret interpretation.
The invention of spherial aberration orretors that allow the value of the Cs of the
optial system to be tuned like a parameter to small negative values solves these problems
and opens a new dimension for the resolution limits [2℄ [3℄ [4℄. In fat the enhaned on-
trast transfer together with the strong suppression of image deloalization under negative
Cs imaging (NCSI) onditions is apable of resolving the atomi lattie struture of even
omplex systems, and the auray of spatial measurements has reahed a few piome-
ters [5℄. Atomi olumn positions of even very light elements like oxygen situated next to
heavy elements have been deteted with sub-A˚ngstrom auray [6℄. The high preision
in atomi olumn position determination makes this tehnique perfetly appliable for the
investigation of ertain lattie struture features like defets and other inhomogeneities.
The transition metal dihalogenide (TMDC) mist layer ompounds onsist of alter-
nating staking of up to three layers of hexagonal transition metal dihalogenides and
double layers of ubi rok salt monohalogenide with the general formula (MX)n(TX2)m
(M = Sn, Pb, Bi or rare earths; X = S, Se, Te; T = Ta, Ti, Nb, V; n = 1.08....1.19; m
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= 1,2,3) [7℄ [8℄. Suh layered systems an be understood as an interalated TMDC with
the monohalogenide being interalated into the van-der-Waals gaps of the TMDC om-
pound [9℄. As a result of dierent lattie onstants in one rystallographi diretion, these
systems have inommensurate interfaes between eah MX and TX2 slab. This is the ori-
gin of the term mist layered ompound. These systems were prepared for the rst time
in 1970 but not immediately reognized as mists [10℄ [11℄ [12℄.
The mist layered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2 was rst deribed in detail by Wiegers et
al [13℄ who derived the rystal struture from x-ray diration data. Although this exper-
imental tehnique is very preise in terms of auray in lattie parameter determination
it laks any loal information about the lattie struture as the data are assembled by
averaging over relatively large volumes of the samples.
In early literature [14℄, hints on several lattie inhomogeneities and defets in this
partiular system an be found that might be related to the inommensurate interfaes.
In prior artiles [15℄ [16℄ that were published during the work on this thesis, it was
demonstrated that it is possible to detet and qualitatively desribe ertain lattie in-
homogeneities along the inommensurate diretion of this system with the experimental
tehnique of aberration-orreted HRTEM.
The goal of this study is to investigate the methodologial advantages of aberration-
orreted HRTEM and NCSI ontrast imaging tehniques on the auray of atom ol-
umn position determination at interfaes by quantitative omparison with x-ray diration
data. The method of NCSI ontrast imaging was applied suessfully to resolve the in-
dividual atomi olumns at the interfaes of the mist layered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2,
where weakly sattering sulphur olumns are loated lose to the muh more strongly sat-
tering niobium and lead olumns. A detailed quantitative analysis from NCSI ontrast
images with loal lattie struture determination auraies down to some piometers on
several defets and inhomogeneities is presented.
This work was performed in lose ollaboration with the Ernst Ruska-Centre for Mi-
rosopy and Spetrosopy with Eletrons (Institute of Solid State Researh) at the Re-
searh Centre Jülih where the aberration-orreted HRTEM experiments were performed.
The work was funded by the German Researh Foundation (DFG) [17℄. The samples
were provided by the surfae siene group of Prof. Kipp (former group leader Prof.
Skibowski) of the Departement of Experimental and Applied Physis at the Christian-
Albrehts-University Kiel in the framework of a DFG Researh Group [18℄.
3Chapter 2
Fundamentals of (aberration-orreted)
HRTEM
For deades objet information in transmission eletron mirosopy was limited by the
sperial aberration of the objetive lens that introdues strong deloalization eets.
When imaging very thin objets, spherial aberration an be used to produe phase on-
trast whih is indeed applied in high-resolution transmission eletron mirosopy: The
objetive lens ats analogous to a Zernike plate for phase ontrast imaging in light optis
by ompensating the distortion of the eletron wave due to the spherial aberration with a
negative defous by mimiking a distortion with opposite sign [1℄. Unfortunately high spa-
tial frequenies orresponding to eletrons that are sattered at large angles show strong
deloalisation and rather ompliated ontrast transfer under these onditions. This an
be partly minimized by seleting ertain defous values but never for the whole frequeny
range that is transferred by the mirosope.
The invention of spherial aberration orretors that allow the Cs of the optial system
to be tuned like a parameter to small negative values solves most of these problems and
opens a new dimension for the resolution limits [2℄ [3℄. In fat the enhaned ontrast
transfer together with the strong suppression of image deloalisation under negative Cs
imaging (NCSI) onditions is apable of resolving the atomi lattie struture of even
omplex systems like the TMDC mist ompounds as will be demonstrated in hapter 5.
In line with that, omputational exit-wave reonstrution of the phase from foal series
allows diret interpretation of the HRTEM image ontrast features. The basi theory
and progress from onventional HRTEM to aberration-orreted instruments inluding
dynami eletron sattering, ontrast transfer and the physial priniples behind modern
image simulation algorithms and the exit-wave reonstrutions will be desribed in this
hapter.
Additionally a short overview on high-angle annular dark eld sanning transmission
eletron mirosopy (HAADF-STEM) will be given as this tehnique was also applied on
the mist ompound for the rst time with the reently installed Tenai F 30 S-Twin
instrument in Kiel in order to aquire Z-ontrast images.
4 Fundamentals of (aberration-orreted) HRTEM
2.1 HRTEM and image intensity simulation
The high-resolution transmission eletron mirosopy (HRTEM) imaging proess allows
to gain struture information down to the sale of atomi distanes in solids (≈ 2A˚).
In ontrast to other sattering tehniques like x-ray or neutron experiments that gather
information averaged over a mesosopi or marosopi objet area the HRTEM gives
diret loalized insight into the speimen. In the following setions the basi priniples
of the HRTEM, the interations of the eletron beam with the objet and the ontrast
transfer and its eet on the image formation are explained.
2.1.1 Basi priniples
As invented by Ernst Ruska and o-workers in the 1930s (Nobelprize Ernst Ruska 1986),
the basi priniples of transmission eletron mirosopes hold also true for its suessor,
the HRTEM: An aelerated eletron beam penetrates through a thin (≤ 10 nm) objet
and reassembles in a magnied image that an be visualized by a uoresene sreen. The
optial path of the eletron rays is direted by an eletromagneti lens system.
With inreasing quality of the mirosopes due to tehnial progress in e.g. the high
voltage supply, the eletron emitting soure and the eletromagneti lenses the image
resolution inreased more and more but at the same time their interpretation beame
inremental diult. Two main reasons an be speied that lead to these problems:
First, the eletron does not at as a lassial partile when traversing through the sample.
Instead it has quantum mehanial properties assoiated with it, i.e. it is an eletron
wave that an interfere. Therefore the intensity observed at the sreen is the square of
the absolute of the eletron wavefuntion, whih means that any information about the
phase is lost. The seond reason is of tehnial origin: The eleromagneti lenses used
in modern HRTEMs annot be ompared in their quality to optial ones of light-optial
systems, suh as e.g. in spae telesopes. The omparatively low imaging quality of the
lenses limits the resolution and even worse introdues distortions to the wave funtion
from lens aberrations. When trying to obtain the information about the objet from a
HRTEM image one has to solve three independent problems:
• The objet information is enrypted by interferene within the wavefuntion.
• The exit-plane wave funtion is distorted due to optial aberrations.
• The phase information is lost.
In order to deal with those problems many suessful approahes both on the tehnial
(e.g. eld emission guns for inreased oherene [19℄) as well as on the omputational
side (ontrast interpretation with numerial image simulation software [20℄) have been
developed and set to standard for use in ommerial instruments so far. With the help of
image simulation software the eletron sattering in the objet and the eletromagnetial
imaging proess is omputed and ompared with the experimental data. In an iterative
proess the input model is hanged until the alulated image mathes the experimental
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image. The physial proess is omputed in the order it naturally takes plae in the
mirosope.
In ontrary, another approah is to invert this problem and try to reonstrut the
exit-plane wave funtion from the images [21℄ [22℄. This method will be explained in
more detail later, as it was also used in this work. As an experimental alternative the
eletron holography [23℄ [24℄ is apable to nearly diretly measure the wavefuntion of
an objet. The latest development whih is now available in new mirosopes is the
aberration-orretor [2℄ [3℄, that is able to push the resolution limit below 1 A˚. Both suh
an instrument (the Titan T 80-300 kV in Jüelih) and a onventional HRTEM (the Tenai
F 30 S-Twin in Kiel) were used to study the mist ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2 in this work
and it's priniples will be disussed in the following setions.
2.1.2 Dynami eletron sattering
As deribed above two proesses are relevant for image formation within a HRTEM, the
interation of the eletrons with the objet in the form of diration and the eletron-
optial imaging of the exit-plane wave funtion by the eletromagnetial lens system. This
setion will give an overview about the rst step, the sattering of the eletron waves in
the rystal potential.
In the initial situation an inident plane wave is modied in amplitude and phase by
the potential of the atoms in the objet and thus in ase of a rystalline solid transfers
information about the lattie when leaving the objet as the exit-plane wave funtion.
The eletron interation with the sattering potential is very strong and so the thikness
of the sample plays an important role and prohibits easy preditions about the quantity
of the modulations. In fat a rystal struture under the same mirosope parameters
lead to totally dierent exit-plane wave funtions and thus to totally dierent images
when only the sample thikness is altered. An ab-initio analytial derivation of the whole
sattering proess in real materials is impossible, but several suessful approahes of
numerial alulations of the diration exist. Two of them will now be desribed in
more detail, the Bloh-wave and the multislie method. Both methods allow at known
objet parameters (like the sattering potential) to ompute the assoiated exit-plane
wave funtion of rystalline speimens for varying sample thiknesses. It is important to
understand these algorithms in detail in order to ba able to judge mits importane when
interpreting the experimental results by aompanying image intensity simulations.
It must be stated that in the following ertain simpliations need to be made to deal
with suh a omplex proess as the dynamial eletron sattering. First the inident beam
diretion is always onsidered to be exatly along a zone axis of the rystalline struture.
Furthermore inelasti sattering will not be disussed and eets from thermal diuse
sattering will be negleted.
After the derivations of the Blohwave and multislie algorithms, a short desription
of some useful approximations for the ase of thin objets is given for pratial purposes.
6 Fundamentals of (aberration-orreted) HRTEM
The Blohwave algorithm
The Bethe-Bloh method [25℄ [26℄ starts with the relativistily orreted Shrödinger
equation for an eletron wave Ψ(r) that is aelerated by the mirosope's high voltage
E in the rystal potential V (r):
∇2Ψ(r) + 2me
~2
[E∗ + V (r)]Ψ(r) = 0, (2.1)
with e being the elementary harge, m = m0(1 + eE/E0) the relativistily orreted
eletron mass and
E∗ = E
2E0 + eE
2(E0 + eE)
(2.2)
the relativistily orreted aeleration potential with E0 = m0c
2
the rest energy of the
eletron. The rystal potential is periodi and an thus be expressed as a Fourier series
of the reiproal lattie vetors h:
V (r) =
∑
h
Vh exp(2πih · r). (2.3)
As an ansatz for the wave funtion the well known Blohfuntion is used
Ψ(r) = C(r) exp(2πik · r), (2.4)
where C(r) possesses the periodiity of the rystal and an as well be expanded as a
Fourier series.
Inserting those terms into equation (2.1) and exploiting the fat that V0 is generally
four orders of magnitude lower than E∗ one ends up with a full set of equations for eah
value of g, i.e. for eah sattered beam:
[K2 − (k+ g)2]Cg +
∑
h 6=g
Ug−hCh = 0 (2.5)
with
K2 =
2me
~2
(E∗ + V0) (2.6)
as an averaged wave vetor of the eletrons in the rystal and
Uh =
2me
~2
Vh (2.7)
as the modied potential.
Using an innite number of beams as in the real mirosope is of ourse not viable so
one has to approximate the algorithm for pratial reasons. In the ase of the two-beam
diration ondition for the beams k and (k+ g) one starts with the wave funtion
Ψ(r) = C0 exp(2πik · r) + Cg exp(2πi(k+ g) · r), (2.8)
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and arrives at, aording to (2.5), with the equations
[K2 − (k+ g)2]Cg + UgC0 = 0
(K2 − k2)C0 + U−gCg = 0. (2.9)
This equation system an be solved in the ase that the determinant vanishes(
K2 − k2 U−g
Ug K
2 − (k+ g)2)
)
= 0. (2.10)
As an be seen this equation is of the order of k4. Generally using n beams leads to an
equation of the order k2n with 2n roots of whih n are positive and n negative aording
to forward- and baksattering. The baksattered eletrons an be negleted for high
energies and therefore the general solution for the wave funtion is a linear ombination
of n Blohwaves with j dierent wave vetors:
Ψ(r) =
n∑
j=1
α(j)Ψ(j)(r), (2.11)
where α(j) is the amplitude of the j-th Bloh wave.
The Bloh-states for the wave funtion beome mixed, and this leads to interferene
eets for the waves with the dierent vetors k(j). When splitting the wave funtion into
the individual beams one obtains
Ψ(r) =
∑
g
Ψg exp(2πig · r) (2.12)
with the omplex valued Fourier oeients
Ψg(t) =
∑
j
α(j)C(j)g exp(2πik
(j)
z t) (2.13)
where t denotes the sample thikness in the inident beam diretion and k
(j)
z the ompo-
nent of the j-th Blohwave vetor along that diretion. Important is to point out that
now the propagation perpendiular to the inident beam diretion is desribed in the
exponential term of equation (2.12) alone while the propagation parallel to the inident
beam is given by the Fourier oeients of (2.13). The interferene introdued by the
sum in equation (2.13) is the origin of the thikness dependene of the Fourier oeient's
modulations.
Using the high energy approximation (K ≈ k(j), K ≫ g and thus K ≈ |k + g|) and
splitting the Blohwave vetors into a omponent perpendiular and one tangential to the
Laue plane, one gets two equations analog to (2.9).
Now one an go a step further and add more beams in the same manner. The set of
equations keeps its form and an generally for many beams be written as
1
2K


−k2t U−g U−h · · ·
Ug −(kt + g)2 Ug−h · · ·
Uh Uh−g −(kt + h)2 · · ·
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.




C
(j)
0
C
(j)
g
C
(j)
h
.
.
.

 = (k(j)z −K)


C
(j)
0
C
(j)
g
C
(j)
h
.
.
.

 . (2.14)
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The matrix has the size (n × n) where n is the number of beams. This equation an be
solved by diagonalisation and with a few assumptions, one obtains the nal expression
for the oeient vetor Ψ
Ψ(t) =


Ψ0(t)
Ψg(t)
Ψh(t)
.
.
.

 = C[exp(2πikjzt)]DC−1u, (2.15)
where C is the matrix with the eigenvetors C(j) in it's olumns, [· · · ]D a diagonal matrix
and u = (1, 0, 0, · · · , 0). The Fourier oeients are thus ompletely desribed by the
eigenvalues and eigenvetors of the matrix from equation (2.14) and an be omputed
numerially by diagonalisation algorithms. This is only possible for a limited number
of beams n beause the run-time is up to the order of n3. This approah is therefore
only viable for simple periodi rystals without defets or distortions in the lattie. As
soon as omplexities or interfaes between dierent rystal latties and the like our, the
Blohwave method is no longer feasible. A numerially superior method is the multislie
method that will be disussed now.
The multislie method
The interation of the inident eletron wave and the periodi lattie potential V (r)
is desribed as a sequene of phase shifts on onseutive diration planes within the
multislie approah [27℄ [28℄. Figure 2.1 shows suh a sequene of "slies"shematially:
A slie ontains an innitely thin diration plane perpendiular to the inident beam
diretion that indues a phase shift to the wave funtion Ψ(r). Between the diration
planes vauum of the thikness ∆z is assumed. Suh a slie reets the distribution of
the atom potential originating from the atoms within the slie that modies the passing
eletron waves. The potential is projeted onto a plane and the thikness is mimiked by
the vauum. The phase shift modulation is mathematially desribed by the phase-grating
funtion and the dispersion between the diration planes via the propagator funtion.
(a) The phase-grating funtion
The inident eletron beam is desribed by
Ψ(r) = Ψ0 exp(2πik0 · r), (2.16)
with the relativistially orreted wavevetor ko in the vauum
|k0| =
(
2meE∗
~2
)1/2
, (2.17)
and
|ki(r)| =
(
2me(E∗ + V (r))
~2
) 1
2 V≪E∗≈ |k0|+ meV (r)
~2|k0| , (2.18)
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the basi priniple of the multislie method: 5 slies are shemat-
ily drawn that onsist eah of an innitely thin diration plane and vauum of the
thikness ∆z. The atomi potential is projeted onto eah diration plane.
in the rystal, where E∗ is the aelerating potential and V (r) the rystal potential. After
being transmitted by a slab of the rystal with the thikness dz the wave funtion has
experiened a phase shift ompared to a wave in the vauum whih an mathematially
be written as
Ψ(x, y, z + dz) = Ψ0 exp(2πik0 · r) exp
[
2πimeV (r)dz
~2|k0|
]
, (2.19)
and after integration along ∆z
Ψ(x, y, z +∆z) = Ψ(x, y, z) exp
[
2πime
~2|k0|
∫ ∆z
0
V (x, y, z)dz
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q
, (2.20)
with the phase-grating funtion Q. The phase shift indued by the sattering at the
rystal potential is thus desribed by a multipliation of the wave funtion with the
phase-grating funtion. The projeted rystal potential Vp(x, y) that is onstant along
the slie in z diretion an be alulated and Q beomes
Q(x, y) = exp
[
2πime
~2|k0|Vp(x, y)∆z
]
, (2.21)
with
Vp(x, y) =
1
∆z
∫ ∆z
0
V (x, y, z)dz. (2.22)
The result shows that the phase-grating funtion has the form of a phasefator that is a
funtion only of the transmitted objet thikness ∆z and the projeted rystal potential.
(b) The propagator funtion
The wave dispersion between two slies n and n + 1 an be understood in analogy to
lassial wave mehanis: Every point in the diration plane n generates a oherent
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spherial wave. All waves sum up in the n + 1 plane, aording to the Huygens-Fresnel
priniple. Due to the fat that the added waves dier in their optial path lengths their
phases are then dierent too.
Consider a spherial wave Ψn(X, Y ) exp(2πikr) that started from the point (X, Y) in
the n-th diration plane. To alulate the resulting wave at the point (x, y) of the n+ 1
plane one has to integrate over all possible points of origin of the plane n:
Ψn+1(x, y) ∼
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞
Ψn(X, Y ) exp(2πikr)dXdY. (2.23)
Using the paraboli approximation for the spherial wave fronts and ignoring the phase-
fator of exp(2πik∆z) that is the same for all beams emitted from any point in the n-th
plane, this an be rewritten to
Ψn+1(x, y) =
ik
∆z
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞
Ψn(X, Y ) exp
(
πik
∆z
[(x−X)2 + (y − Y )2]
)
dXdY. (2.24)
The normalisation onstant aounts for the intensity onservation. Mathematially this
expression is a onvolution of the wave funtion in the n-th plane and the so-alled Fresnel
propagator funtion P (x, y) that desribes the spatial dispersion of the wave:
Ψn+1(x, y) = Ψn(x, y) ∗ P (x, y), (2.25)
with
P (x, y) =
i
λ∆z
(
πi(x2 + y2)
λ∆z
)
, (2.26)
using k = 1/λ.
Equation (2.26) an be transformed into the Fourier spae for pratial reasons:
F(P (r)) = P (g) = exp(πiλ∆z|g|2). (2.27)
() The multislie algorithm
In real spae the exit wave funtion of the (n + 1)-th plane is given by the reursion
formula
Ψn+1(r) = [Ψn(r) ∗ P (r)] ·Qn+1(r). (2.28)
Presuming an objet thikness t = m · ∆z with m ∈ N, one gets the exit-plane wave
funtion through reursive appliation. Run-time onsiderations lead to mixed algorithms
where the real- and Fourier representation of the formula are used alternatingly to avoid
the intriate onvolution in real spae that beomes a simple multipliation in Fourier
spae:
F [Ψn(r) ∗ P (r)] = F [Ψn(r)]F [P (r)] = Ψn(g)P (g). (2.29)
Therefore the algorithm an also be written as
Ψn+1(g) = F(F−1[Ψn(g)P (g)]Qn+1(r)). (2.30)
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Although the physial proess of the dynami eletron sattering is not desribed as
gurative in the multislie method as in the Bloh wave algorithm, the run-time advan-
tages are huge: Pratial tests show that in order to ompute a wave funtion in a single
point in the plane (n+ 1) it is not neessary to sum up the wave funtion over all points
in the nth plane (with run-times ∼ N2 for N points) but only those in the neighbourhood
of the position vetor of the point. These N points are referred to as "beams"and the
bigger the unit ell is expanded in the xy plane, the more beams have to be taken into
aount.
During the reursion the Fourier transformations dene the run-time of the algorithm
and thus for N beams the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method provides run-times
∼ N log2N whih, ompared to the N3-dependene of the Bloh wave approah (see
above), lead to muh shorter omputation times.
Conluding, for real rystals with defets and other lattie distortions where a large
superell is needed to desribe the systems probabilities realistially, the multislie algo-
rithm is superior in terms of run-time eonomy ompared to the physially more intuitive
Blohwave method.
2.1.3 Approximations for thin objets
Simpliations in the form of approximations an be useful tools and help to better un-
derstand this omplex physial proess of dynami eletron sattering in a qualitative
way. The numerial approahes desribed above deliver quantitatively orret data, but
for speial onstraints like for very thin objets it might be helpful to use ertain approx-
imations.
The phase-grating approximation
The phase-grating approximation [29℄ assumes that in the multislie algorithm the prop-
agation of the eletron waves between the slies an be negleted. Therefore only a
sequene of phase shifts desribed by the phase-grating funtion has to be alulated.
This is ahieved by putting the Fresnel propagator to
P (r) = δ(r) (2.31)
in real spae and
P (g) = 1 (2.32)
in Fourierspae in equations (2.26) and (2.27), respetively, beause a onvolution with
a delta funtion in real spae is a neutral operation. The same is of ourse true for the
multipliation with 1 in Fourierspae.
Assuming furthermore that the rystal lattie is homogeneous parallel to the inident
beam diretion even the slies an be redued to a single phase shift when the projeted
potential is taken from the whole thikness of the objet. Then the wave funtion for an
objet with thikness t beomes
Ψ(r) = exp[iΦ(r)] = exp[iσVp(r)t], (2.33)
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1 2
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the phase-grating approximation after [29℄: The phase of the
eletron wave that passes the objet on a path of high projeted potential (sites of the
atoms) with thikness t beomes ontrated in wave length and thus its phase is shifted
ompared to the unsattered wave where the potential is lower.
with the interation onstant σ:
σ =
2πme
~2|k0| .
The onsequenes are illustrated in gure 2.2: The sattering potentials V (r) are positive
and thus the phase Φ(r) of the sattered eletron wave hurries ahead ompared to the
phase of the unsattered wave. One also reognizes that this approximation neglets
any amplitude modulation in real spae so that I(r) = |Ψ(r)|2 = 1 for any given r,
whih an obviously not be true and is an eet of the missing lateral wave propagation:
Only sattering events along the optial path of Ψ2 aet its amplitude at the exit-plane,
interferene with Ψ1 does not our. This is a major disadvantage of the phase-grating
approximation.
The weak-phase-objet approximation
The weak-phase-objet approximation neglets the wave propagation in the same way
as the phase-grating approximation and assumes additionally that the phase shift is very
small, i.e. |Φ(r)| ≪ 1 whih is true when the interation of the eletron wave and the sat-
tering potential is very weak. This situation is, to a reasonable degree, given for objets not
thiker than ≈ 3 nm. Then the exponential term an be derived as exp(iΦ(r)) ≈ 1+iΦ(r)
and the wave funtion at objet thikness t beomes
Ψ(r) = 1 + iΦ(r) = 1 + iσVp(r)t. (2.34)
This implies that the inident plane wave at the objet surfae is real (Ψ0 = 1) and thus
only the imaginary part is proportional to the potential Vp and the thikness t. The
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problem with equation (2.34) is that the intensity of the inident wave equals 1 at any
given r (I0 = Ψ0Ψ
∗
0 = 1) but obviously I(r) = Ψ(r)Ψ
∗(r) > 1 for any r in the rystal. That
means the eletron intensity is inreased in the rystal and the onservation of partiles
is violated. This eet beomes more dramati with inreasing thikness.
The equation (2.34) shows also, that for thin objets the imaginary part of the wave
funtion orresponds diretly to the projeted potential. Beause the potential is loated
at the positions of the atoms, the imaginary part projets the objet struture, whih
is the main reason why the weak-phase-objet approximation is so popular. For thin
objets this relation is also true for the phase Φ(r) of the exit-plane wave funtion and
the projeted potential, whih plays an important role for exit-plane wave reonstrution
algorithms that will be disussed later.
The kinemati approximation
In the phase-grating and the weak-phase-objet approximations the wave propagation in
the objet is negleted. In the kinemati approximation the diration within a slie is
approximated by a weak-phase objet and multiple sattering events are exluded. This
exlusion means that the dirated part of the wave funtion propagates to the exit
plane without being further sattered at other diration planes. Basially the kinemati
approximation uses the full wave propagation formalism while the desription of the sat-
tering events is simplied. Therefore weak interations between the inident wave and the
sattering potentials (e.g. in the ase of x-ray and neutron sattering) are well desribed
within the kinemati approximation while for many-beam interations in transmission
eletron mirosopy it is not fully satisfatorily appliable.
The Fourier transform of the wave funtion in the weak-phase-objet approximation
(equation (2.34)) for a slie of thikness ∆z is
Ψs(g) ≈ δ(g) + iσVp(g)∆z, (2.35)
where Ψs desribes the wave funtion after a single (in ontrary to (2.34)) sattering
event. At the exit-plane these waves from all the diration planes sum up to the Fourier
transform of the wave funtion Ψ(gx, gy) while the propagation is desribed by the Fres-
nelpropagator in (2.27). Then the objet is assumed to be innitely large in the (x, y)
plane perpendiular to the inident beam diretion and the objet thikness t to be muh
higher than the slie thikness ∆z so that the sum has to be alulated only for the z
omponent and an be replaed by an integration from 0 to t:
Ψ(gx, gy) ≈ iσV (gx, gy)
∫ t
0
exp[πiλ|g|2z]dz (2.36)
desribes the sattered part (g 6= 0) of the wave funtion at the exit plane. Note that
Vp(g) = V (gx, gy, 0) = V (gx, gy). The integral reads then
Ψ(gx, gy) ≈ iσV (gx, gy)tsin(πszt)
πszt
exp[πiszt], (2.37)
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with the so-alled exitation error :
sz =
1
2
λ(g2x + g
2
y). (2.38)
Comparison of (2.37) with the weak-phase-objet approximation (eq. (2.35)) shows two
additional fators in the part of the wave funtion desribing the sattering: First, the
exponential term is only a result of the relative frame of referene where the exit-plane
was hosen as the origin of the oordinate system. By taking the objet enter as that
and then integrating from −t/2 to +t/2 lets the exponential expression vanish. Seondly
and more important is the sin x/x term with the exitation error sz in its argument. The
intensity of the sattered beam is
I(gx, gy) = |Ψ(gx, gy)|2 ≈ σ2V 2(gx, gy)t2 sin
2(πszt)
(πszt)2
, (2.39)
whih is onsistent with the expression for the general diration intensity (see e.g. [29℄)
for three dimensional objets and for an arbitrary inident beam diretion. In that ase
the unit ell is given by (ax, ay, az), the objet is spatially limited by Nx × Ny ×Nz unit
ells and the intensity is alulated to
I(g) ≈ λ2|F (g)|2|G(g)|2 = λ2|F (g)|2 sin
2(πsxNxax)
(πsxax)2
sin2(πsyNyay)
(πsyay)2
sin2(πszNzaz)
(πszaz)2
. (2.40)
Considering the geometry and the relation between the struture fator F (g) and the
potential oeient V (g):
F (g) =
2πm0eVE
~2
V (g), (2.41)
equation (2.41) is equivalent to eq. (2.37), that was derived in a muh simpler way under
ertain restritions. The struture fator is a sum over all atoms of a unit ell with the
atomi sattering amplitudes f(g), that denotes the sattering strength of an atom for an
eletron wave in the diretion g:
F (g) =
∑
i
fi(g) exp[−2πig · ri]. (2.42)
The value of f(g) depends on the element and an be numerially alulated [30℄ [31℄.
The lattie amplitude G(g) in equation (2.40) orrelates the rystal dimensions with
the diration intensity. The well-known Ewald sphere onstrution shows for an innitely
large rystal that only for the exat fulllment of Bragg's law k− k0 = g, i.e. the Ewald
sphere surfae rosses a reiproal lattie point, any diration ontrast exists for a ertain
g. The exitation error s desribes the deviation from the exat Bragg law k−k0 = g+ s
where still ontrast ours. The broadening of the reiproal lattie points is deribed by
G(g) and is inversly proportional to the objet thikness t. The streaking of the lattie
points to rods by the onvolution of the point g and the amplitude G(g) is the origin
of the diration intensity. In fat without this streaking mehanism for high symmetry
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inident beam diretions no intensity ontrast would be produed at all beause no point
g is exatly rossed by the Ewald sphere in this ase!
The smaller the objet is extended into a real spae diretion, the more is the reiproal
lattie point streaked into the appropriate diretion in the Fourier spae. That is also
a diret representation of Heisenbergs position-momentum unertainty priniple for the
eletron. The exitation error an be found in the equations for the Fresnel propagator
of the multislie algorithm (2.27) as well as in the Blohwave eigenvalue equation (2.14)
(in the diagonal elements of the matrix).
2.1.4 Contrast transfer in a HRTEM
While in the previous setions the interation of the eletron wave and the objet was
desribed, this hapter deals with the aspets of the imaging proess of the exit-plane
wave funtion whih is also of relevane for the image simulations.
One of the main problems that was already mentioned in setion 2.1.1 is the loss of
the phase information due to I(r) = Ψ(r)Ψ∗(r) = A2(r). In the ase of a thin objet in
the phase-grating approximation the whole objet information is enlosed in the phase
and the amplitude is just a onstant bakground A(r) = 1. Therefore no ontrast would
our at all in the image. The wave funtion is omplex and is projeted onto a real
funtion during the imaging proess. In Fourierspae the intensity for a periodi objet
with disrete wavevetors (often referred to as spatial frequenies) an be expressed as
I(g) =
∑
k
Ψ(g + k)Ψ∗(k). (2.43)
The summand represents the interferene of two beams, i.e. two plane waves, that add up
to the image intensity and only those ontribute whose dierene is exatly a wave vetor
g. But in general it is possible to nd many ombinations of beams whose dierenes yield
a ertain g, so an image an ontain frequenies that are not part of the objet at all, and
thus it is important to dierentiate between image frequenies and objet frequenies.
Equation (2.43) depits furthermore that a wave funtion that onsists of N beams
produes an image frequeny spetrum of 2N − 1 beams with N2 terms, beause all pairs
of beams whose dierene is the same ontribute to the same image frequeny. This an
lead to a major error when the resolution of a mirosope is determined from an image,
beause its spetrum ontains frequenies up to two times larger than those of the objet
spetrum. These image frequenies are alled artefats.
And worse, even image frequenies that are equal to those of the objet ontain inter-
ferene terms that are not exlusively omposed of objet interferenes where one wave
vetor equals zero (those are alled linear terms). The interferene terms where both
frequenies are not equal zero are refered to as non-linear terms. Hene, all artefat fre-
quenies are purely non-linear and an objet spetrum that ontains N frequenies hosts
N2 interferene terms of whih only N are linear.
Furthermore linear terms always show up in pairs (e.g. (g, 0) and (0,−g) ) in the
image spetrum and thus the information from two dierent objet frequenies g,−g is
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superimposed in the image frequeny g. The reason is the so-alled Friedel symmetry
law whih states that for the image intensity I(−g) = I∗(g) holds true for every Fourier
transform of a real parameter I(r). The origin of the appearane of the Friedel symmetry
here is obviously the real-valued image intensity.
The assumptions made so far have not taken into aount any possible inuene of the
lens system of a real mirosope on the image intensity. The imaging proess of a wave
funtion by the formation of the square modulus itself indues artefats by interferene.
If the objet of interest an be approximated as a weak-phase-objet (whih is normally
not the ase for systems with an appliation in the materials siene), the imaging an be
restrited to the linear ontrast transfer. In that ase equation (2.43) redues to
IL(g) = Ψ
∗(0)Ψ(g) + Ψ(0)Ψ∗(−g). (2.44)
Here Ψ(0) and Ψ∗(0) are the Fourier transforms of the unsattered zero beam and its
onjugate-omplex, i.e. unmodulated plane waves. The superposition of both interferene
terms leads to the loss of the phase in the real image intensity. In the eletron holography
a separation of these terms is ahieved by interferene of the exit-plane wave funtion
with an unsattered referene beam to image the wave funtion diretly.
Considering a weak-phase objet with Ψ(g) = iσV (g)t, (Ψ(0) = 1) the linear ontrast
an be alulated using equation (2.44). A real mirosope uses eletromagneti lenses
for the image ontrast transfer that modulate the wave funtion in the form of a phase
angle χ(g), so that the linear intensity that is transferred an be expressed as
IL(g) = iσV (g)t exp(iχ(g))− iσV ∗(−g)t exp(−iχ(g)) = −2σV (g)t sinχ(g), (2.45)
where sin(χ(g)) is alled the oherent ontrast transfer funtion (CTF). Therefore a weak-
phase objet in a mirosope without any phase modulation (χ(g) = 0 ⇒ sin(χ) = 0)
shows no image ontrast at all. The ontrast beomes a maximum if χ(g) = n · (±π/2),
with n = 1, 3, 5, ... [1℄. In analogy to light optis, where a λ/4 phase plate indues a phase
shift of π/2 [32℄ [33℄, optimal phase ontrast an be produed by an analogous mehanism
in the eletron mirosopy that is desribed in the next setion.
2.1.5 The eets of lens aberrations
Eletron mirosopes suer from several aberrations of the eletromagneti lenses due
to tehnial diulties in the onstrution of the lenses. One severe aberration is the
spherial aberration desribed by the spherial aberration onstant (Cs) that is illustrated
in gure 2.3: Beams under dierent inident angles θ beome more (for higher θ) or less
(for smaller θ) dirated so that they don't oinide with eah other in the foal point.
as a result, the wave fronts are bended more at the outer parts and diverge from the
spherial form that is given by the Gaussian lens equation:
1
f
=
1
a
+
1
b
, (2.46)
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Figure 2.3: Spherial aberration: Beams with higher inident angles θ are dirated more
strongly. In the Gaussian plane the waves form a dis instead of a point whose radius
is proportional to the spherial aberration onstant Cs. The distane between Gaussian
image plane and the plane of observation is the defous Z.
with f the foal length of the lens, a the objet width and b the image width.
Therefore beams with a higher inident angle θ onverge in a point above the Gaussian
image plane. The result in the Gaussian image plane is a divergent beam that - when all
beams are onsidered - forms a dis. The radius of this error dis in the image plane is
proportional to the spherial aberration onstant Cs:
rCs =MCsθ
3, (2.47)
where M is the magniation. By the bending of the wave fronts a dierene in the
optial path length∆ and thus a phase shift is introdued. Tuning the spherial aberration
(whih is a property of the eletromagneti lenses and therefore a onstant in onventional
mirosopes) like a parameter by using a orretor [2℄ [3℄ allows to adjust the phase shift
aording to the π/2 riterion .
An analogous an be ahieved by hanging the foal length f +∆f of the lens or the
objet width a +∆a to over- and underfous: The distane between the gaussian image
plane and the plane where the image is observed is given by the defous Z = ∆a −∆f ,
where Z > 0 is dened by the signs as overfous and Z < 0 as underfous. The radius of
the image plane dis by defousing is
rZ =MZθ. (2.48)
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The angle dierene ǫ from the Gaussian path of rays introdued by defous and spherial
aberration for a beam with distane R to the optial axis beomes
ǫ =
rCs + rZ
b
= Cs
R3
f 4
+ Z
R
f 2
, (2.49)
with M ≃ b/f and θ ≃ R/f . The eletron optial path dierene ompared with an ideal
beam is ds = ǫdR and integration over the lens radius in equation 4.49 yields the phase
shift that is alled aberration funtion χ(θ):
χ(θ) =
2π
λ
∆s =
2π
λ
∫ R
0
ǫdR =
2π
λ
(
1
4
Cs
R4
f 4
+
1
2
Z
R2
f 2
)
θ≃R/f
=
2π
λ
(
1
4
Csθ
4 +
1
2
Zθ2
)
. (2.50)
From the relationship between the diration angles and the spatial frequenies g = θ/λ
one gets
χ(g) = 2π
(
1
4
Csλ
3g4 +
1
2
λZg2
)
. (2.51)
To get an impression for whih range of parameters the aberration funtion delivers phase
shifts aording to the π/2 riterion it is useful to introdue the unit-less generalized
parameters θ∗, g∗, Z∗ with
θ∗ = θ(Cs/λ)
1/4 = g∗ = g(Csλ
3)1/4, Z∗ = Z(Csλ)
−1/2, (2.52)
so that the aberration funtion is now independent of the mirosope-related onstants
Cs and wavelength λ and beomes:
χ(θ∗) = 2π
(
θ∗4
4
+
θ∗2
2
Z∗
)
. (2.53)
This funtion is plotted in gure 2.4. The goal is to nd a value for the defous Z, where
the ontrast sin(χ(g)) beomes a maximum, whih is ahieved when χ(g) = n · (±π/2),
with n = 1, 3, 5, .... At the same time the ontrast should hange as little as possible
with the spatial frequeny. This is usually the ase where the aberration funtion has a
loal extremum, whih only exists for negative values of the defous. Figure 2.4 shows
some seleted χ(θ∗) plots for values of Z∗ that produe minima whih are odd multiples
of −π/2. This is true for Z∗ = −√2n− 1 with n ≥ 1. Around the minima, a range
of frequenies is transferred with a similar phase shift, with the optimum ahieved for
Z∗ = −1. Suh a frequeny range is alled passband.
The phase shifts of several hundred degrees are by all means typial for high resolution
images, whih indiates that the exit-plane wave funtion is modied in a strong way.
The passbands are even better visible when one takes a look at the CTF of a miro-
sope's objetive lens: Figure 2.5 shows the alulated CTF for a onventional HRTEM
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Figure 2.4: Aberration funtion χ(θ∗) as funtion of the generalized diration angle θ∗
for dierent values of the defous Z∗. Optimal phase ontrast is ahieved over a large
range of spatial frequenies (π/2 riterion) for Z∗ = −√2n− 1 with n ≥ 1.
(red urve, Tenai F 30 S-Twin) under onditions of the so-alled Sherzer defous, that
orresponds to Z∗ = −1 with a phase shift of approximately −2π/3.
In that ase the spherial aberration phase shift and that of the defous ompensate
eah other over a large range of frequenies. Inserting the values into equation 2.51 the
Sherzer defous [1℄ beomes
Zs = −(4
3
Csλ)
1/2. (2.54)
The rst root of the CTF denes the point resolution of the mirosope. For Sherzer
defous it is given by gs with
gs = (
3
16
Csλ
3)−1/4. (2.55)
The passband for the low frequeny regime is expliitly visible in gure 2.5, for higher
spatial frequenies strong osillations our, that forbid a diret interpretation of the
image intensity. The smallest real spae distane that is resolved an be alulated to:
ds =
1
gs
=
(
3
16
Csλ
3
)1/4
= 0.66(Csλ
3)1/4, (2.56)
whih is the usual denition of the point resolution of a mirosope. Note, that for this
denition any information from higher spatial frequenies beyond the rst root of the CTF
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Figure 2.5: Contrast transfer funtion for the onventional high-resolution mirosope Te-
nai F 30 (semionvergene angle α = 0.3 mrad, defous spread δZ = 5.3 nm) at Sherzer
defous and for an aberration-orreted Titan 80-300 instrument (semionvergene angle
α = 0.2 mrad, defous spread δZ = 2.9 nm) with negative Cs.
is ut o arbitrarily. A possibility to indiate the smallest objet detail by the imaging
system is given by the information limit df . The wave amplitude at the information limit
is assumed to be damped to a value of 1/e2 ≡ 13%:
dinf =
(
πλ∆
2
√
2
)1/2
, (2.57)
where ∆ is the defous spread that is an important quantity for the stability of modern
eld emission gun mirosopes and is given by
∆ = CC
√(
∆E
E0
)2
+
(
∆V
V0
)2
+
(
2∆I
I0
)2
, (2.58)
with the onstant of hromati aberration CC , mean energy E0, potential V0 and lens
urrent I0 and their variations in time ∆E,∆V,∆I. The defous spread is driven by
the Maxwell distribution of the energy of the eletron soure and the instabilities of
the aelerating voltage and the lens urrent and auses a deoherene in time. LaB6
emitters suer from spatial damping envelopes of the aberration funtion that suppress
higher spatial frequenies due to spatial inoherene. In ontrary to that, modern FEG
mirosopes like the Tenai F 30 in the Nanolab Kiel allow to work with nearly parallel
illumination and thus very low onvergene angles θ. The resolution is then limited mainly
by the oherene in time given by the defous spread.
The osillations in gure 2.5 are due to the spherial aberration of the objetive lens
that is inluded in equation (2.51) with the 4th power of g. The strong gradient of the
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aberration funtion has a big inuene on the image, beause it is similar to the radius
of the error dis in equations (2.47) and (2.48). In the presene of defous and spherial
aberration, the lateral displaements of all beams from the Gaussian optial path have
to be taken into aount (and not only the ones with the highest θ), beause both might
ompensate eah other to a ertain degree. With θ = λ|g| the lateral displaement in
the image plane indued by defous is ∆rZ(g) = Zλg and that indued by spherial
aberration ∆rCs(g) = Csλ
3g3. For Z > 0 the sign of the displaement is the same for
both terms while for underfoussing (Z < 0) a ompensation is ahieved. The total
displaement is given by:
∆r(g, Z) = ∆rCs(g) + ∆rZ(g) = (Csλ
3g2 + Zλ)g =
1
2π
∇χ(g, Z). (2.59)
Here ∇χ is just the partial derivation of χ:
∇χ = 1
2π
∂χ(g, Z)
∂g
= (Csλ
3g2 + Z)g. (2.60)
The maximum displaement |∆r|max desribes the radius of the dis for a frequeny band
[0, gmax] where gmax is given e.g. by the information limit. The radius is referred to as
deloalisation radius R:
R(Z) = |∆r(g, Z)|max = 1
2π
|∇χ(g, Z)|max. (2.61)
The deloalisation an be minimized by hoosing a defous value Z in suh a way, that
the radius is minimized for a given gmax. This Zmin is alled Lihte defous aording
to [34℄ and beomes
Zmin = −3
4
Csλ
2g2max (2.62)
with
Rmin =
1
4
Csλ
3g3max. (2.63)
While the values for optimal Sherzer defous are about some 10 nm underfous, a min-
imum in deloalisation and thus the Lihte defous is approximately 100 nm or below
underfous, depending on the desired resolution. The passband is shifted to higher spatial
frequenies for Lihte defous onditions ompared to Sherzer onditions. Osillations
our both at very low and very high frequenies. For onventional HRTEM instruments
like the Tenai F 30, Rmin of 1 - 2 nm is ahieved, whih is still one order of magnitude
larger than the smallest resolvable objet detail! The invention of aberration orreted
instruments solves this problem as will be desribed in the following.
2.1.6 Aberration-orreted HRTEM
Shortly after the invention of the eletron mirosope in 1931 by Ernst Ruska and Max
Knoll [35℄, Otto Sherzer published his famous eletron-optial theorem in 1936 [36℄, whih
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says that the spherial aberration of a round eletromagneti lens is always positive and
that there is no means to ompensate this by the spherial aberration with opposite sign
of another round lens. The only path to better resolutions seemed to be to minimize
the aberrations of the lenses. Ironially, the man who had brought this problem over the
young soiety of eletron mirosopists by his theorem, found the bak door by himself in
1947 and proposed the orretion would be possible by multipole lenses [37℄. It took more
than half a entury until an attempt to solve this problem was suessful in 1998 [38℄.
An improvement of the point resolution (equation (2.56)) is tehnially limited be-
ause the eletron wavelength annot be dereased by using muh higher voltage power
supplies beyond 1 MV (where beam damage of the speimen beomes an even more serious
problem) and also the Cs annot be lowered arbitrarily by improved lens fabriation.
In light optis spherial aberration and hromati aberration as well an be orreted
by doublets of a onverging and diverging lens with dierent refrative index and dis-
persion. But in eletron optis round lenses are always onverging. The priniple of the
suessful design of hexapole lenses as orretors is desribed in detail by [39℄ and [2℄.
A hexapole eld with threefold symmetry introdues a small divergene to a bundle of
rays with equal distane to the optial axis as well as a strong threefold symmetry as
illustrated in gure 2.6. The ray displaement by the spherial aberration is proportional
to r3 (see equation (2.59)) and thus two opposite rays at distanes r to the optial axis
will gain small deetions that point into opposite diretions in addition to the strong
deetions into the same diretion from the threefold symmetry of the eld. The positive
ray displaement of the objetive lens, i.e. the spherial aberration, an now be fully om-
pensated by the negative displaement that an be tuned by the strength of the hexapole
eld and the ombined spherial aberration of the system beomes zero. By using a seond
hexapole system the threefold distortion an then be ompensated by inserting a transfer
system of round lenses between the two hexapoles that operates at magniation -1 and
thus indues a point inversion between the hexapole planes: The threefold distortions
anel out while the divergenes or onvergenes add up, produing positive or negative
Cs.
The orretor is integrated into a transmission eletron mirosope by inserting another
transfer doublet of round lenses between the objetive lens and the hexapole system to
image the oma-free point of the objetor lens into the hexapole. The orretor elements
are atually build as 12-poles for reasons of ner adjustment. Additional deetion oils
are needed to math all optial axes of the elements. The nal setup is shematially
shown in gure 2.7.
Combining the small positive or negative spherial aberration with the defous aber-
ration of the objetive lens allows to adjust for optimal phase ontrast imaging. The
information limit is given by the hromati aberration. The approah by [40℄ is to extend
the point resolution to the information limit and set ds = dinf from equations (2.56) and
(2.57), respetively, and alulate Cs:
Cs =
16d4inf
3λ3
, (2.64)
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the threefold symmetry (blue irles) introdued by a hexapole
eld on the arrangement of a bundle of eletron beams with initial equal distanes (red
irles) to the optial axis in the enter. Minus and plus denotes the respetive poles.
Figure 2.7: Sheme of a transmission eletron mirosope with integrated double-hexapole
orretor.
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and by inserting into equation 4.54 the optimum fous beomes
Z = −8d
2
inf
3λ
. (2.65)
The largest deloalisation for gmax = 1/dinf is then
Rmax =
8dinf
3
, (2.66)
whih is still quite large. It an be further redued by optimising Z and Cs [40℄ to:
Cs =
64d4inf
27λ3
, (2.67)
and
Z = −16d
2
inf
9λ
. (2.68)
The result is a muh smaller deloalisation of
Rmax =
16dinf
27
. (2.69)
For this value of Rmax the phase ontrast is only redued by about 10% whih is still very
good appliable for imaging. The setting above produes positive values for the spherial
aberration and negative ones for the lens defous. This derives from the strong positive
spherial aberration of the objetive lens and produes positive phase ontrast, i.e. atom
olumns would appear dark ompared to the mean intensity.
Under the weak-phase objet approximation the objet wave funtion was already
derived (see equation (2.34)) and the image plane wave funtion from Sherzers π/2
riterion [1℄ estimated to
Ψim(r) ≈ 1± σVp(r)t, (2.70)
and thus the image intensity is
I(r) ≈ 1± 2σVp(r)t+ (σVp(r)t)2. (2.71)
For positive phase ontrast now the minus in equation (2.71) would hold and the on-
trast is weakened by the linear and quadrati terms of opposite sign. Under negative
phase ontrast the linear and quadrati terms add up and the ontrast modulation is en-
haned. This situation is ahieved with the double hexapole orretor by simply reversing
all signs in the results of the optimum imaging onditions from equations (2.64), (2.65),
(2.67) and (2.68)! The result is depited by the blue urve in gure 2.5: The ontrast
transfer does not hange in sign over wide regions of spatial frequenies by tuning Cs to
negative values. The phase ontrast extends to the information limit and the osillations
for high spatial frequenies do no longer our.
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The eet of negative phase ontrast imaging (NCSI) of rystalline objets was rst
studied by numerial image simulations [41℄ and applied experimentally for atomi res-
olution imaging of oxygen olumns in perovskite eramis, onrming the theoretial
results [6℄ [42℄. One of the biggest advantages of this tehnique is the possibility to re-
solve weakly sattering atom olumns in the diret neighbourhood of strong sattering
ones.
The method of negative phase ontrast imaging was applied suessfully in this work to
resolve the atomi olumns at the interfaes of the mist layered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2,
where weakly sattering sulphur olumns are loated lose to the muh more strongly
sattering niobium olumns and even more strongly sattering lead olumns.
2.1.7 Exit-wave reonstrution
The tehnique of exit-wave reonstrution (often also referred to as foal-series reonstru-
tion) onsists of two parts, an experimental and a omputational one. In the experiment,
a series of images with atomi resolution are taken under varying objetive lens defous
onditions from the same sample area. Suh a series an onsist of 2 - 30 images that
eah exhibit dierent image ontrast. During the seond step the exit plane wave funtion
is numerially omputed from this series in order to generate the phase and amplitude
information.
It was already stated that optimal imaging onditions in line with image simulations
are appropriate tehniques to reveal the atomi struture of an objet. One might therefore
ask, where the need for multiple image aquisition together with ompliated numerial
omputations is. The answer lies in the fat that it is possible to take dierent images
of the same objet area by only hanging some lens parameters. The objet information
is enoded in it and mixed with the information on the optial system that is used to
image it. Considering now a very ompliated objet with hundreds of unknown atoms
and positions, the method of (1) initial guess for image simulation, (2) omparison with
experimental data and (3) hanging the onguration of the lattie and start again with
(1), will poorly work! For real systems this initial information is often simply not available
and thus there is a need for a method that reliably delivers the wave funtion at the objets
exit plane that is free from instrumental artefats.
In order to understand the mathematial method of the foal-series reonstrution,
the formal derivations of the last hapters are neessary. Aording to equation (2.45),
the linear image intensity for a weak-phase objet an be written as
IL(g 6= 0) = 2F [Im(ΨO(r))] sin(χ(g)), (2.72)
where Im denotes the imaginary part. The transition from the objet wave funtion ΨO
to the image plane wave funtion ΨI is given by
ΨI(g) = ΨO(g) exp(−iχ(g)) = ΨO(g)t(g). (2.73)
The omplex valued phase transfer funtion t(g) = exp(−iχ(g)) denes the point-spread
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funtion p(r), whih is its inverse Fourier transform:
p(r) = F−1[t(g)]. (2.74)
Then the transition of the wave funtion from objet to image plane an be desribed also
in real spae by a onvolution:
ΨI(r) = ΨO(r) ∗ p(r). (2.75)
Mathematially, a lateral deloalisation of information is desribed here, and the objet
wave funtion beomes blurred as a result. The radius of the point spread funtion was
already derived in equation (2.61). There, p(r) was written as |∆r(g, Z)|max. During the
reording of a foal series for a thin lm of given thikness t, parameters like wavelength,
spherial aberration and information limit are xed and the only remaining free parameter
is the objetive lens defous. Sine a series of many images is reorded, it is of no
partiular interest what defous values are exaly used. But are should be taken not to
waste information, whih an our in real spae by hoosing a defous whih auses an
unneessarily large radius of the point-spread funtion. Due to the onvolution in (2.75),
objet points whih are at a distane loser than R from the edge of the reorded area,
spread information outside that will be lost. For this reason the reonstruted objet
area should always be smaller than the reorded one. The reonstruted objet area an
be maximized by keeping R and thus ∇χ small, resulting in fous values nearby the
optimum fous from equation (2.68) but with inverted sign. Pratially it is suient to
take the series around the zero defous for a Cs orreted instrument due to a theoretial
overestimation of the point spread and thus Zopt. The reason for this are inuenes of
the atomi sattering amplitude for higher sattering angles. For an unorreted FEG
instrument, the foal series should be taken at values around Sherzer or Lihte defous.
In equation (2.72) a dispersive phase shift of a real objetive lens was added to the
wave funtion. Adding a osine term to desribe the dispersive nature of the imaginary
part of the phase ontrast transfer in addition to the real part desribed by the sine and
dening
X(g) = 2F [Re(Ψ(r))] = Ψ(g) + Ψ∗(−g)
Y (g) = 2F [Im(Ψ(r))] = −iΨ(g)−Ψ∗(−g), (2.76)
yields:
IL(g 6= 0) = XO(g) cos(χ(g)) + YO(g) sin(χ(g)). (2.77)
X(g) and Y (g) are generally omplex-valued Fourier oeients that hold the Friedel
symmetry X(−g) = X∗(g). The subsript O refers again to the objet wave funtion
(opposed to I for the image wavefuntion). In linear algebra vetor notation the equation
an be rewritten to:
IL(g 6= 0) =
[(
cos(χ(g)) sin(χ(g))
− sin(χ(g)) cos(χ(g))
)(
XO(g)
YO(g)
)](
1
0
)
=
(
XI(g)
YI(g)
)(
1
0
)
.
(2.78)
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Note, that the vetor (X(g), Y (g)) arries now the real part transfer in the rst and
the imaginary part transfer in the seond dimension. The term in the square brakets
desribes a frequeny-dispersive rotation of the real and imaginary parts from the objet
wave funtion to the nal image plane wave funtion. The multipliation with the vetor
(1, 0) is a projetion of the image-plane wave funtion onto the real-axis of the omplex
number plane, where only its real part ontributes to the image intensity. This omplex
number plane should not be onfused with the one in Fourier spae that refers to the
single vetor oeients X and Y .
As gure 2.8 shows, the equation an be visualized as a helial surfae that is winding
around the spatial frequeny axis in the three dimensional (Re, Im, g) spae. This surfae
represents the omplex valued phase transfer funtion t(g). The real and imaginary parts
of the initial objet wave funtion are mixed by the rotation matrix dependent on the
spatial frequeny. A projetion of the helial surfae onto the real axis yields the osine
transfer funtion cos(χ(g)) and a projetion onto the imaginary axis the sine transfer
funtion sin(χ(g)) that was already introdued with equation (2.45) as the CTF.
At low frequenies, the ontrast is dominated by the osine transfer funtion that is
lose to 1 while the sine is ∼ 0. Therefore larger (> 1nm) objet detail ontrast is always
transferred by the osine funtion and thus the intensity is due to ontributions nearly
exlusively of the real part of the wave funtion.
As an also be seen in gure 2.8, the sign of the winding given by the sign of the
gradient of χ(g) an hange in diretion, expliitly in the middle of the Sherzer passband
where the spherial aberration and defous have opposite signs. From equation (2.61) one
an also see that strong beam displaements ∆r(g) invoke high winding frequenies for
the assoiated g.
Equation (2.78) an also be written as:
IL(g 6= 0) =
(
XO(g)
YO(g)
)[(
cos(χ(g)) − sin(χ(g))
sin(χ(g)) cos(χ(g))
)(
1
0
)]
=
(
XO(g)
YO(g)
)(
cos(χ(g))
sin(χ(g))
)
(2.79)
Now the projetion axis (1, 0) is rotated in the image plane to form a new projetion axis
(cos(χ), sin(χ)). Taking a foal series with dierent Z and thus dierent χ values yields
now a tomographi reording as a funtion of g of the objet wave funtion into a diretion
of the omplex number plane given by the right-hand side of the above equation, beause
the winding of the helial surfae hanges as a funtion of χ. Therefore the method is
sometimes referred to as defous-variation priniple.
During the reonstrution the projetion diretion for eah spatial frequeny value g
is dierent beause of the non-linear orrelation of ∇χ and g in equation (2.60). The
rotation axis on a partiular (Re, Im) plane for a ertain g has to be determined beause
the projetion helix does not rotate as a whole, but slow for lower frequenies and faster
for higher ones due to the quadrati term of g in (2.60). For eah spatial frequeny a
dierent set of projetions of the objet wave funtion is inluded in a foal series.
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of the frequeny-dispersive linear real- and imaginary-part on-
trast transfer within an eletron mirosope at Sherzer defous from [43℄. The objet
wave funtion is for both the real-part (a-) and the imaginary part (d-f) visualized as a
Gaussian for simpliation. The ontrast is transferred by a projetion onto the omplex
number plane (Re, Im) as desribed by equation (2.78) as a funtion of the spatial fre-
queny g. (a) By the phase transfer funtion t = exp(−iχ(g)) the surfae of the helix
displayed is dened in suh a way, that the objet wave funtion is rotated around the g
axis by an angle −χ(g) to yield its ontribution to the image-plane wavefuntion that is
shown in (b). Its projetion onto the real axis shown in () illustrates the real part objet
wavefuntions ontribution to the linear image intensity. The imaginary part of the objet
wave funtion (again represented by a Gaussian) is transferred in the same way as shown
in (d), (e) and (f). The projetion onto the real axis in (f) yields the CTF.
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From the onsiderations above, the approah for the linear reonstrution of the real
and imaginary part of the objet wave funtion an be derived. A foal-series reorded
with N dierent images and dierent foal values Zn generates N aberration funtions
χn(g) = 2π(
1
4
Csλ
3g4 +
1
2
λZng
2). (2.80)
Multipliation of equation (2.77) with cos(χ(g)) and sin(χ(g)) and summation over the
N images gives the two omplex valued linear equations for XO(g) and YO(g).
N∑
n=1
IL,n(g) cos(χn(g)) = XO(g)
N∑
n=1
cos2(χn(g)) + YO(g)
N∑
n=1
cos(χn(g)) sin(χn(g)),
N∑
n=1
IL,n(g) sin(χn(g)) = XO(g)
N∑
n=1
cos(χn(g)) sin(χn(g))+ YO(g)
N∑
n=1
sin2(χn(g)). (2.81)
Those equations need to be solved for eah g and one an nd detailed information in
the literature [44℄ [45℄ [46℄ [21℄ [47℄ [48℄ [49℄ [50℄ [51℄ on the analytial and numerial
approahes that where derived over the past deades as well as on the expansion of the
equations for non-linear reonstrutions. In this ontext, only some important issues will
be disussed that give pratial hints for experimental work.
(i) A serious problem is the low-frequeny gap that appears due to the nearly absent
rotation of the projetion helix for small g values. Nearly only the real part of the wave
funtion is projeted by the osine transfer. This would then basially be the same as the
intensity ontent for low frequenies of the reorded image.
A onsensus states that projetions are assumed to be suiently dierent for reon-
struting a ertain g when an angle of π/4 is exeeded by the helial surfae between the
rst and last image. Then the lowest reonstrutible frequeny for the total foal length
L with L = (N − 1)δ of a series an be estimated to be:
gmin =
1
2
√
1
λL
. (2.82)
From this formula it beomes lear that by inreasing the number of images N taken
at equidistant foal steps δ (the step size should be always onstant) the lowest reon-
strutible frequeny is dereased.
(ii) A seond problem is evoked when the images in an equidistant series are taken
aidently in suh a manner, that the projetion diretion hanges from an image to the
next in multiples of π, beause in that way it would e.g. be possible that only the real
part of the wave funtion for a ertain frequeny will be reorded again and again without
any information of the imaginary part. This phenomenon of a frequeny gap is alled
blind spot. Suh a resonane frequeny ours when πλδg2 = nπ and thus blind spots an
only be avoided up to the rst resonane frequeny of
gres =
√
1
λδ
. (2.83)
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Choosing δ in a manner that pushes this threshold beyond the information limit solves
this problem.
newline
On the one hand the foal step size should be preferrably large to maximize L, on the
other hand so small that resonanes below gmax are avoided. By laiming that the phase
hanges should be below 3/4 · π at gmax, an optimum step size of
δopt =
3
4λg2max
(2.84)
is a good ompromise to math both onditions at the same time.
Additionally, it is advised that the reorded series ontains about 10 - 20 images.
Lower numbers lead to inreased blind spot regions and for muh more images the eet
of inreasing beam damage will beome a problem.
2.1.8 Numerial aberration orretion
The ability of an aberration-orreted HRTEM to ontrol the defous and spherial aber-
ration as well as higher order aberrations (that will be disussed in hapter 4) during
the experiment leads to muh more preise information about the instruments parame-
ters during the image aquisition. Another goal of numerial aberration orretion is to
be able to orret for any residual objetive lens aberrations after the images have been
aquired. When used for this pupose, methods that are able to onstrut the phase of the
objet wave funtion like foal-series reonstrution are also very powerful tools.
The oversimplied piture that takes only the defous and spherial aberration into
aount need to be expanded to inlude other aberrations that aet the wave funtion
and thus the image. Those an not be entirely orreted by the hardware during the
experiment and, even worse, some of them vary in time dramatially. It is well known,
that reonstruted wave funtions show those residual aberrations. Lukily, given that
an aberration is known, it is muh more easier to orret the wave funtion numerially
afterwards that suers from the aberration, than it is to remove the aberration from
an image. Even more, in an optimal situation, the residual aberrations itself an be
determined from the wavefuntion [52℄.
Assuming a reonstruted wave funtion ΨR(g) with a residual aberration χR, then
ΨR(g) = ΨO(g) exp(−iχR(g)) (2.85)
an be solved for the aberration-free objet wave funtion ΨO(g) by onstruting a nu-
merial phase plate χR(g).
The aberration funtion an be expanded as a series, whih should be done in polar
oordinates (g, ϕ), beause unlike Z and Cs a general residual aberration is not isotropi.
The ontributions to χR(g) an then be written as
χmn(g, ϕ) = 2π
(
1
m
wmng
m cos[n(ϕ− ϕmn)]
)
, (2.86)
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with m ≤ n, m + n even, and the wave aberration oeients wmn. For example, w20
equals Z in this notation and w40 the sperial aberration Cs.
The ability to orret for residual aberrations after the image aquisition is also inluded
in the TrueImage software pakage that was used for the foal-series reonstrutions of
the aberration-orreted HRTEM images of the mist layered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2.
2.2 Fundamentals of HAADF-STEM
With the sanning transmission mode of the eletron mirosope (STEM) an image is
produed by sanning a strongly foussed eletron beam aross a thin sample and ollet-
ing the eletrons sattered into large angles by a so-alled high-angle annular dark eld
(HAADF) detetor. The integrated number of sattered eletrons that are olleted for
eah probe postion are displayed on a synhronized display during the rastering proess.
STEM beame an important and powerful omplementary tehnique to the TEM method
beause also many types of analytial spetrosopi signals an be used to produe an
image of the sanned area. Annular dark eld (ADF) imaging using high-angle sattering
that ours loalised near individual atoms beame the primary imaging tehnique be-
ause it ombines the advantage of a high sensitivity to the atomi number Z with high
lateral image resolution and allows for a very diret interpretation of the images.
The STEM was invented shortly after the onventional TEM by von Ardenne in the
late 30's [53℄ and ould be improved about 3 deades later to a high degree by the ad-
dition of eld-emission eletron guns [54℄. With the introdution of the annular dark
eld detetor further advanement of the tehnique was ahieved leading to the suessful
imaging of single atoms and atom lusters [55℄. By inreasing the olletion angles of the
detetors beyond the probe forming angle, the dependene of the signal on the atomi
number Z dominates the oherent Bragg sattering ontrast. The HAADF detetors re-
due the degree of oherene by predominantly olleting thermally diuse sattered ele-
trons [56℄ [57℄. The ontrast produed by eletrons at large sattering angles is strongly
dependent on the atomi number Z and thus enables hemial maps of the speimen in
two dimensions [58℄. The performane of STEM mirosopes was further improved and
rst ADF images were taken at atomi resolution with bright peaks denoting the atom
sites and without any ontrast reversals present in oherent imaging by HRTEM [59℄.
Figure 2.9 (a) shows a shemati illustration of a STEM geometry. Above and below
the drawn setion the ondensor lenses, sanning oils and post speimen lenses of the
ombined STEM and TEM instruments would be situated but these are not shown here
for simpliations. The foal length of the objetive lens is typially about 3 mm and
the illumination semiangles α are about 10-30 mrad for instruments with an aeleration
voltage of 100 kV to 300 kV. The olletion angles are in the range of a few 100 mrad for
the high-angle dirated eletrons.
A foussed eletron probe Ψp(x,xp) of an inident eletron beam Ψinc(x) impinges
onto a thin sample and the eletrons beome sattered. At the exit plane of the sample
their amplitude distribution is desribed by the omplex valued wave funtion Ψ˜t(k
′,xp)
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Figure 2.9: (a) Sketh of a STEM with annular dark eld detetor in the diration
plane. An inident eletron wave funtion Ψinc(x) is dirated within a sample, its ampli-
tude distribution an be desribed by the omplex valued wave funtion Ψ˜t(k
′,xp) for eah
position xp on the sample. (b) Illustration of the diration proess that transfers the in-
ident plane wave with wave vetor K and its transverse omponent k within the objetive
aperture into an outgoing wave with wave vetor K′ and its transverse omponent k′.
for eah position xp on the sample. k
′
is the transverse omponent of the wave vetor of the
dirated eletron as gure 2.9 (b) shows. k′ is two dimensional with |k′| = 2 sin(θ/2)/λ
with the diration angle θ and eletron wavelength λ.
k′ represents a point in the far eld of the speimen and therefor Ψ˜t(k
′,xp) is given
as the Fourier transform of the omplex-valued amplitude funtion of the eletron wave
at the exit surfae Ψt(x,xp) of the sample:
Ψ˜t(k
′,xp) = FT [Ψt(x,xp)]. (2.87)
The useful loal information about the sattering properties of the speimen and the
interation between probe and speimen are inluded in the variations of Ψt(x,xp) for
dierent xp. k
′
represents a point on a detetor situated in the diration plane. The
image intensity observed as a funtion of the probe position is then given by
I(xp) =
∫
D(k′)|Ψ˜t(k′,xp)|2d2k′ (2.88)
where D(k′) desribes the detetor area in the diration plane.
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For the determination of Ψ˜t(k
′,xp) another omplex valued funtion F (k,k
′) that
represents the sattering amplitude of the initial partial plane wave with wave vetor k
in the probe into a plane wave with k′ in the image plane.
Under oherent illumination the foussed probe in the speimen plane is alulated by
an integration over the objetive aperture A(k) of the aberration funtion exp(−iχ(k))
of the objetive lens [60℄:
Ψp(x,xp) =
∫
A(k) exp(−iχ(k))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Aˆ(k)
exp(−2πik(x− xp))d2k. (2.89)
A(k) represents a irular aperture with A(k) = 1 for |k| ≤ kmax = λα and A(k) = 0
for any other |k|.
The diration proess modies the wave funtion at the exit plane of the speimen
to
Ψt(k
′,xp) =
∫
Aˆ(k) exp(−2πik(x− xp))F (k,k′)d2k (2.90)
whih an be inserted into equation (2.88) and yields then an expression for the image
intensity that is olleted when the eletron probe is situated on the speimen at a position
xp:
I(x) =
∫ ∫ ∫
D(k′)F (k,k′)F ∗(k+g,k′)Aˆ(k)Aˆ∗(k+ g) exp(2πig·xp)d2k′d2kd2g, (2.91)
with a reiproal lattie vetor g.
That is the Fourier transform of the expression
I(g) =
∫ ∫
D(k′)F (k,k′)F ∗(k+ g,k′)Aˆ(k)Aˆ∗(k+ g)d2k′d2k. (2.92)
For the speial ase of inoherent imaging with an annular dark eld detetor D(k′) with
an inner and outer olletion angle k′i and k
′
o respetively with D(k
′) = 1 for k′i ≤ |k′| ≤ k′o
and A(k) = 0 for any other |k′|, equation (2.92) an be simplied:
I(g) ≈
∫
Aˆ(k)Aˆ∗(k+ g)d2k
∫
D(k′)F (k,k′)F ∗(k+ g,k′)d2k′ (2.93)
= FT−1(|PSF (x,xp)|2)FT−1(|O(x)|2). (2.94)
The point spread funtion in this equation is equal to the probe funtion Ψp(x,xp).
The objet funtion O(g) = FT−1(O(x)) arries the information about the sattering
properties of the sample.
If the rystal is very thin with a periodi sattering potential in the diretion of the
inoming beam, the objet funtion is a onvolution of the square of the eletrostati
potential with an Airy funtion with a diameter inversely proportional to the inner angle
of the detetor [61℄. In the ase when the detetor inner angle is large enough so that
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the diration limit does not destroy the resolution of objet details, the objet funtion
represents a diret image of the speimen projeted potential.
The ADF image intensity is thus given by the onvolution of the square of the probe
funtion and the objet funtion:
I(xp) = |PSF (x,xp)|2 ∗ |O(x)|2. (2.95)
In this piture of image formation, the image is that of the objet funtion altered
by the probe shape but without interferene eets. The detetor geometry plays an
important role if the inoherent image formation model should be valid. Its inner aperture
has to be muh larger than the objet aperture that is used. The inner radius should be
three times larger than the probe onvergene angle to yield the inoherene [62℄.
As a harateristi feature, HAADF images show always bright dots at the position
of atomi olumns regardless of the fous setting.
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Chapter 3
The mist layered ompounds
The lass of transition metal dihalogenide (TMDC) mist layer ompounds with the
general formula (MX)n(TX2)m (M = Sn, Pb, Bi or rare earths; X = S, Se, Te; T = Ta, Ti,
Nb, V; n = 1.08....1.19; m = 1,2,3) is built up by two very dierent subsystems onsisting
of distorted rok salt MX with a ubi NaCl struture and sandwih layers of TX2. The
MX layer hosts two atomi slies of a ubi monohalogenide while the TMDC sandwih
onsists of three atomi layers staked in a XTX-sheme. In a monorystalline system,
the properties of the two subsystems dier from eah other signiantly. In this hapter
the struture and physial properties of the single onstituents will be desribed rst,
followed by a detailed overview about the mist ompounds in general.
3.1 Transition metal dihalogenides
The transition metal dihalogenides TX2 with a group IVb (Ti, Zr, Hf), Vb (V, Nb,
Ta) or VIb (Cr, Mo, W) metal T and a halogen X (S, Se, Te) are often referred to
as "sandwih"layered ompounds, i.e. they are built up by three atomi layers that are
staked with the halogen on top and bottom and the metal in between. The transition
metal atoms are arranged hexagonally and eah of them is surrounded by six halogen
atoms that are as well hexagonally ordered in the two layer planes above and below the
metal (see gure 3.1) [7℄.
While within the sandwihes the bonds are of ovalent and ioni harater, they are
saturated on the surfae of the halogenide planes and therefore the interation be-
tween neighbouring sandwih layers is of a weak van-der-Waals type. This leads to the
phenomenon that physial properties like eletrial and thermal ondutivity as well as
mehanial and optial attributes show a pronouned two-dimensional harater. From
this origin is the term "quasi 2-dimensional material"derived whih is often to referred
when the speial features of the TMDCs are explained.
Despite their similar struture the TMDCs show still dierenes in their rystallog-
raphy. As gure 3.1 (b) and () shows, the transition metal atom an be surrounded by
the six nearest neighbouring halogen atoms in two dierent ways, reeted by the so
alled 1T and 2H strutures. In the ase of the 1T struture the halogen atoms form
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Figure 3.1: (a) Shemati drawing of the sandwih struture of the transition metal
dihalogenides. (b) The unit ells of the otahedral 1T and () trigonal prismati 2Ha
polytype. NbS2 possesses the 2Ha onguration.
a otahedron and the unit ell onsists of a single slab of this arrangement in  dire-
tion, the spae group is the symmorphi P3¯m1. The trigonal prismati 2Ha struture
with the non-symmorphi spae group P63/mmc is in ontrary to that expanded over two
sandwihes that are rotated by 180
◦
towards eah other, where the halogen atoms are
staked on top of eah other within one slab. The ompound under investigation in this
thesis, NbS2, possesses the 2Ha onguration. Other polytypes like 2Hb, 3R et. exist
also and the nomenlature results from dierent staking sequenes of the layers with the
integer indiating the number of layers present in a single unit ell.
The dierenes in struture nds diret representation in the eletrial, magneti and
optial properties of the various ompounds and were desribed rst by Wilson and Yoe
[7℄ via the eletroni struture by a simple model. Figure 3.2 shows the energy positions
of the relevant band states near the Fermi edge. The s- and p- orbitals of the halogen
atoms are divided into oupied and unoupied (antibonding and bonding) σ and σ∗ band
states. The metal d states are positioned in the energy gap between those and split up
into a twofold degenerated level eg (the dxz and dyz orbitals) and a threefold degenerated
level t2g (the dz2 , dx2−y2 and dxy orbitals). The authors desribe the various haraters
of the ompounds within a simple ioni piture by the amount of lling of the d bands:
The transition metal loses two eletrons to the halogen atoms to ll their p orbitals
ompletely, while the remaining eletrons an oupy the dz2 states. In the ase of the
IVb transition metals the onguration is d0 and the dz2 band is unoupied, resulting
in semiondutive properties. In a TMDC with group Vb transition metals the band
beomes half lled and the respetive ompounds are metalli. A system with a omplete
lled dz2 band from eletrons from group VIb elements then again indues semionduting
behaviour and the band is separated from the other d states and signiantly lowered in
energy.
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Figure 3.2: Simplied model desribing the eletroni struture of the transition metal
dihalogenides after [7℄. The bonding and antibonding σ and σ∗ states are from the
halogen ompound, the mixed eg and t2g states are derived from the transition metal d
states that split up.
These eletroni properties are diretly linked to the struture, for the oordination of
halogen atoms are otahedral for group IVb metals and trigonal prismati for those of
group VIb. Only Vb ompounds an be found in both ongurations.
Interalation
The van-der-Waals gap between the layers of the TMDCs is of partiular interest beause
of its ability to at as a host for interalating atoms, moleules or even rystals. Interala-
tion here is dened as a reversible proess of atom insertion into the van-der-Waals gap of
a TMDC host struture without hanging it. This an alter the physial properties of the
whole system by modiation of the eletroni struture and is examined with regard to
pratial appliations like designing semiondutor heterostrutures with ertain desired
properties. Detailed studies on various interalates [63℄ like alkali and other metals [8℄,
3d transition metals [64℄, and organi moleules [65℄ are desribed in the literature.
Notiable results from interalation are e.g. the ahievement of transitions from semi-
onduting to metalli behaviour or induing superondutivity within a ompound. As
the driving fore behind the interalation a harge transfer from the guest to the host
lattie is deteted. There are two ompeting models desribing this proess, the rigid
band and the band shift modell. While the latter desribes the redution of the perpen-
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diular dispersion of the eletroni states and thus the hange in band gaps and band
widths, the former assumes the band struture of the host system to be unhanged and
the ondution bands being lled up with eletrons from the interalate due to the harge
transfer, whih would bear the fat that only eletron donors an be interalated. But
this assumption is not appliable by all means, as the host layers an be deoupled and
hange the band struture even at an early stage of the interalation proess.
Interalation an be realised by varying methods, e.g. alkali metals an be interaleted
by immersion of the host in alkali-ammonia solutions [63℄, eletrolysis or by in-situ depo-
sition in vauum onto a lean surfae [76℄ or diretly built in during the rystal growth
proess [64℄. It is important to state that the proess of the interalation iself is until now
not well understood and there is still a lively debate on that.
As the band shift model predits, the strit denition of interalation mentioned above
is not satisfatory as additional other hanges like modied layer interations, altered lay-
ered spaings and so on are reported also [63℄. Consequently the denition an be loosened
to only state that TMDCs are alled interalated when the guest atoms, moleules or rys-
tals doesn't disturb the layered harater. The mist layered ompounds are aording
to that a strongly interalated transition metal dihalogenide with the guest being slabs
of rystals itself.
Eletri transport measurements show that this denition is not only formal: the
observed properties are similar to those of metal atom interalated ompounds, giving
rise to the assumption that the ondution happens exlusively in the TMDC layers [8℄.
However, the rystal struture is well known and the quality of the bulk and surfae
material of the samples after growth is astonishingly high, regarding the fat that those
systems are grown by the hemial vapour transport method, whih is desribed in more
detail in hapter 4.
3.2 The ubi monohalogenide PbS
The MX onstituent of the mist layered ompounds is a ubi rok salt monohalogenide
with M being divalent Sn, Pb, Bi or trivalent rare earths, and X the halogen S or Se.
PbS, whih is the MX part in the mist layered ompound investigated in this thesis, exists
in nature as a natural mineral alled galena and rystallizes in the rok salt struture as
depited in gure 3.3. It onsists of two fae entered ubi (f) latties, resulting in a
body entered ubi (b) Brillouin zone.
The bonding is of ioni and ovalent type [66℄ and the struture exists only in this
monotype as opposed to e.g. SnS that shows a temperature dependent transition between
two strutural phases α and β [67℄. PbS and SnS are group IV-VI semiondutors with
a diret band gap of 0.41 eV and 1.08 eV at room temperature respetively [68℄ [69℄.
Atually PbS was one of the rst semiondutors ever used industrially and is today
applied in a broad number of eletroni devies like detetors or lasers.
The group V element Bi doesn't exist in a BiS onguration with the oxidation state
2+ like the two other ompounds, but is observed as Bi2S3 in a 3+ state.
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Figure 3.3: Sheme of the rok salt rystal struture of PbS (galena).
While the bulk properties are well understood, aspets of hanges in the surfae geom-
etry and thus the eletroni struture were disussed ontroversally in the literature up to
the present days. Sine in the rystal struture of the mist layered ompound one nds
the MX ompound onsisting of surfaes exlusively, potential inuenes of that have to
be taken into aount. Disrepenies arise from theoretially predited surfae ore level
shifts for both the Pb and S states [66℄ that ould not be veryed in experiments. Possible
explanations would be the strong eletron-phonon oupling in PbS [70℄ or a relaxation of
the partial [71℄ or entire [66℄ surfae plane resulting in a strutural hange.
A further phenomenon regarding the surfae struture is reported by [72℄: During
leavage under ultra high vauum onditions, a small perentage (about 0.1%) of the
S atoms evaporate into the vauum. Hene a Fermi level shift towards the ondution
band appears and the surfae beomes an n-type semiondutor after some hours while the
bulk states remain unhanged. After some more hours of oxygen evaporation and repeated
measurements this shift an no longer be observed and the surfae band struture is the
same as before. This an be explained in a way, that the oxygen atoms ll the sulfur
vaanies and restore the surfae struture. Of analogial interhanges between the Pb
and metal atoms at interfaes or after evaporation is furthermore reported in [73℄ and [74℄.
The ability of the surfae to relax and to reonstrut by atom interhange is partiu-
larly interesting when one onsiders that in the mist layered ompound the surfaes of
the PbS slabs are in diret ontat with the transition metal and halogen atoms of the
TMDC.
3.3 Mist layered ompounds
As desribed in the previous setions the mist layered ompounds onsist of alternating
staking of up to three hexagonal transition metal dihalogenides and double layers of
ubi rok salt monohalogenide with the general formula (MX)n(TX2)m (M = Sn, Pb,
Bi or rare earths; X = S, Se, Te; T = Ta, Ti, Nb, V; n = 1.08....1.19; m = 1,2,3). Suh
layered systems an be understood as an interalated TMDC with the monohalogenide
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Figure 3.4: Sheme of the three main types of transition metal dihalogenide mist om-
pounds (MX)n(TX2)m (n = 1.08....1.19) for m = 1, 2, 3. The dierenes in the lattie
onstants in a diretion lead to the inommensurability and thus to the term mist.
being interalated into the van-der-Waals gaps of the TMDC ompound [9℄. Figure 3.4
shows shematially the strutures of the ompounds for m = 1, 2, 3.
As a result of the dierent lattie onstants in a diretion these systems have inom-
mensurate interfaes between eah MX and TX2 slab. This is the origin of the term mist
ompound. In ontrast the rystal struture is ommensurate in the b diretion.
Figure 3.5 shows the general mist layered ompound and its lattie in more details:
The diretions of the lattie vetors a, b,  of the TMDC subsystem are the same as those
of the MC ompound, alled a', b' and ' in the following. For the hexagonal TMDC one
an dene b as orthogonal to a with b = a · √3 and for the undistorted TMDC and MC
layers a' and b' are then parallel to a and b respetively, as well as  and '.
In real mist layered ompound systems one always nds individual layers to be dis-
torted due to multiple reasons. E.g., the subsystems show mutual modulations with the
goal to make the b and b' lattie parameters t. The distortion in the MX plane is on-
sidered in the projeted rystal struture drawing along the ommensurate axis in gure
3.5 (b). Whenever the ratio of a and a' is irrational, the interfae is alled inommensu-
rate and the lattie mismath is dened as 1 + δ with δ = 1 − a
a′/2
. While in that ase
 and ' an still be assoiated with eah other, the presene of both an inommensu-
rate and ommensurate diretion demands a desription as given by [75℄, who introdue
a (3 + 1)-dimensional superspae group to desribe the mist ompounds inluding the
modulations.
The mist layered ompounds were prepared the rst time in 1970 but interest-
ingly not immediately reognized as suh [10℄ [11℄ [12℄. The struture of the ompound
(PbS)1.14NbS2 that is diussed in this thesis and the aompanying physial properties
are desribed in the following two setions.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Shemati side view of the 3-dimensional struture of a mist layered om-
pound with the formula (MX)nTX2 (n = 1.08....1.19). The inommensurability diretion
is a, the layers are staked along  diretion. (b) The projeted rystal struture along the
ommensurate diretion b for the same ompound.
3.4 The rystal struture of PbS1.14NbS2 and its prop-
erties
The mist layered ompound PbS1.14NbS2 was rst desribed in detail by Wiegers et al [13℄
who derived the rystal struture from x-ray data. The averaged lattie parameters an
be measured very preisely with suh methods and were determined to the values listed
in table 3.1.
onstituent amisfit (A˚) apure (A˚) bmisfit (A˚) bpure (A˚) cmisfit (A˚) cpure (A˚)
NbS2 3.313 3.31 5.801 5.73 23.80 11.89
PbS 5.834 5.936 5.801 5.936 11.90 5.936
Table 3.1: Lattie onstants of the mist layered ompound PbS1.14NbS2 [13℄ and the
pure [7℄ onstituents determined from x-ray data.
Compared to the pure ompound the lattie properties of the TMDC subsystem suh as
the hexagonal symmetry or the in-plane lattie onstants appear to be nearly unaltered in
any way, while the PbS is notiably modulated: The reason for that is easy to understand
when one takes into aount that the NbS2 subsystem laks any dangling bonds at the
interfaes. Therefore no additional binding fores appear ompared to the mere TMDC
rystal. But for the double layers of PbS the binding fores have dramatially hanged
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ompared to the galena bulk struture: With the absene of the bulk the slabs hosted
between two NbS2 layers onsist only of surfae atoms with dangling bonds. The in-plane
lattie onstants are redued (see table 3.1) from apure = bpure = 5.936 A˚ to amisfit = 5.834
A˚ and bmisfit = 5.801 A˚ to t in the ommensurate diretion with the NbS2 and thus the
Pb atoms protrude out of the layer and the S atoms loom inside [9℄ approximately 0.25 A˚
eah so that the total distane between them is inreased to ompensate the distortion.
The hanges within the PbS subsystem are in detail disussed in hapter 5.
Consequently the modulations in the rystal struture are desribed in suh a way that
the TMDC ompound distorts the PbS guest lattie so that the in-plane parameters t to
eah other. The spaing in  diretion is on the other hand determined by the MC om-
pound [75℄. The distane between the Pb atoms and the sulphur of the TMDC varies due
to the inommensurability, but is not smaller than about 1.8 A˚. Thus an interlayer gap
exists that is very similiar in size with that of the pure TMDC ompounds [7℄. This large
separation between the layers supports the piture that the two-dimensional harater
of the mist layered ompound is onserved and the resulting system is an interalated
TMDC with its geometri probabilities being a mix of the two sublatties of whih it
onsists of.
Figure 3.6 gives a detailed overview of the (PbS)1.14NbS2 lattie struture based on
earlier x-ray diration data obtained by [13℄ from mist rystals. The 3-dimensional
sketh in the middle of the drawing shows the alternating PbS and NbS2 sandwihes. The
inommensurate [100℄ diretion with the lattie onstants aPbS = 5.834 A˚ and aNbS2 =
3.313 A˚ is indiated as "a"in the oordinate system for simpliation, the same holds true
for the ommensurate [010℄ diretion ("b") with bPbS = bNbS2 = 5.801 A˚ and the [001℄
diretion ("") perpendiular to the layers with 2 · cPbS = cNbS2 = 23.80 A˚. The insets
(a) - (f) show the detailed projeted lattie struture in the zone axes as derived from
the x-ray diration data [13℄. The appropriate seleted area eletron diration patterns
(EDPs) are shown here for omparison and are desribed in detail in hapter 5.
The projeted top view along the [001℄ diretion is onstruted in (a): The distorted
ubi struture of the PbS (indiated by the red squares) overlaps with the hexagonal
NbS2 (indiated by the red hexagon) struture and forms omplex atomi arrangements.
In b diretion the lattie onstants of PbS and NbS2 are the same and thus ommensurate.
In a diretion this is not the ase, the ratio of aPbS and aNbS2 annot be writen as a fration
of integers. As desribed above and in [75℄, one an nevertheless onstrut a superell to
deal with this problem and approximate the ommensurability with 4 · aPbS = 7 · aNbS2 .
As a result one obtains the superell that is indiated by the grey shaded box as a guide
to the eye. The orresponding eletron diration pattern is shown in (b): The hexagonal
and ubi patterns an be easily identied and are highlighted by the red line. Weak
spots in between the main reetions an be attributed to multiple diration with both
subsystems involved.
The projeted side view of the layers along the inommensurate diretion is shown in
): Again the ommensurability in b diretion an be identied and the perpendiular
staking leads to the relationship of 2 · cPbS = cNbS2 . The signs denote here the atoms
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Figure 3.6: Atomi onguration of the (PbS)1.14NbS2 mist rystal derived from x-ray
data [13℄: In the middle the layered struture is shematily shown with the unit ells of
the single onstituents to the left. The projeted rystal struture is in detail shown as
(a) top view (along [001℄ diretion), () ommensurate side view (along [100℄ diretion)
and (e) inommensurate front view (along [010℄ diretion). The superell of the struture
for whih the ommensurability is approximated with 4aPbS = 7aNbS2 is indiated by grey-
shaded areas. The eletron diration patterns taken for this work in the appropriate zone
axes are shown in (b), (d) and (f) and are in detail disussed in hapter 5.
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beeing above and below the plane of projetion, the grey box shows the superell of the
ombined mist ompound and the modulations of the PbS whose struture is no longer
ubi are learly visible in this projetion. In the EDP the ommensurability is mirrored
by the parralel arrangements of spots with the same distane from the enter in b diretion
for both subsystems.
Figure 3.6 (e) shows the projetion of a single slab of the rystal struture parallel to
the (010) plane with + and - indiating the site of the atom to be above or below the plane
of projetion respetively. The atomi onguration at the inommensurate interfae
diretion with the x-ray derived lattie onstants aPbS = 5.834 A˚ and aNbS2 = 3.313 A˚ is
investigated in detail in this work. It gives rise to varying loal inhomogeneities that are
desribed in hapter 5, where aberration-orreted HRTEM investigations on the atomi
arrangements at the interfaes are presented. Those investigations are indeed loally in
ontrast to the spatial averaging x-ray experiments. The (4 ·aPbS = 7 ·aNbS2)× (2 · cPbS =
cNbS2) superell is framed by the grey box.
The eletron diration pattern (f) in the same zone axis is shown for omparison
and is dominated by arrangements of spots parallel to the staking diretion indiating
the layered struture. Due to the inommensurability the reetions orresponding to
the PbS and NbS2 subsystems are learly separated from eah other in the a diretion.
A remarkable feature is the streaking of the PbS reetions that will be explained by
staking disorder in detail in hapter 5.
The large number of reetions in all the EDPs prove the broad variety of spaial
frequenies transferred during imaging that ontribute to the eletron diration. For
suh a omplex rystal struture this behaviour is expeted.
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Chapter 4
Experimental
4.1 Crystal growth and sample preparation
The single rystals were grown using the hemial vapor transport (CVT) method that
will be explained in the next setion. One of the biggest hallenges of using high-resolution
transmission eletron mirosopy is the preparation of samples that are both very thin
and also without any major damage from the ion beam used for thinning that destroys or
alters the rystal struture. In the ontext of aberration-orreted TEM instruments, thin
means about 10 nm or less in the region of interest. Additionally, amorphous material
on top of the sample from the thinning proess blurrs on the one hand the ontrast of
HRTEM images, but is on the other side neessary to line-up the Cs orretor of the
mirosope.
The tehniques that were applied and improved for the samples examined in this study
will also be disussed in this hapter.
4.1.1 Chemial vapor transport
The mist layered ompound rystals used in this thesis were fabriated by the surfae
siene group of Prof. Dr. Kipp from the Institute of Experimental and Applied Physis
of the Christian-Albrehts University Kiel [76℄ during a ollaboration supported by the
German Researh Foundation [18℄.
The system investigated in this thesis is fabriated by the standard tehnique to grow
transition metal dihalogenide rystals - the hemial vapor transport method as shown
in gure 4.1.
The pure ompounds with a stoihiometri initial weight are introdued into a quartz
vial with iodine I2 as a transport agent. After evauation the vial beomes sealed and is
inserted into a so alled four-zone furnae. The basi priniple of suh an oven omprises
of a temperature gradient of about 100 - 150
◦
C between the high temperaure nourishing
zone and the low temperature growth area at absolute temperatures ranging typially
from 700
◦
C - 800
◦
C and 900
◦
C - 1000
◦
C. Under these onditions the rystal growth takes
approximately 4 - 6 weeks.
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Figure 4.1: Shemati drawing of a four-zone furnae that is used for the rystal growth
by hemial vapour transport. The initial weight of pure onstituents is on the high tem-
perature side (left) of the vial (see also temperature diagram, shematially), the growth
area where the nal rystals form in the low temperature regime on the right. Gaseous
iodine is used as transport agent. The inset shows a typial mist ompound rystal after
the growth is nished.
The resulting rystals have typially the size of 5 mm × 5 mm × 0.1 mm or smaller.
A photograph of suh a mist rystal is shown in the inset of the gure 4.1. The at
rystals have often sharp edges but are sometimes also round shaped. They look glossy
and have an optially lean and reeting surfae.
Even though it has to be stated that the nature of the reations during the growth
are only rudimentarily understood, the general hemial formula for produing TMDCs
by CVT is
TI4 + 2X ⇋ TX2 + 2I2, (4.1)
where T is the transition metal and X the halogen. Similarly, this is expanded for mist
layered ompounds by [77℄ with the following reation sheme:
TI4 + (3 + x)X + (1 + x)MI2 ⇋ (MX)1+xTX2 + (3 + x)I2, (4.2)
with M = Pb in the ase of (PbS)1.14NbS2 and x = 1.14.
Additionally it is interesting to notie that aording to Brandt and o-workers [76℄
who have grown the rystals used in this work, it was not possible to grow mist om-
pounds onsisting of semiondutor TMDC ompounds. Although the suessful growth
of HfPbS2 is reported in [78℄, this systems has a ompletely dierent rystallographi
struture than the mist layered ompounds.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the dierent sample preparation approahes for layered ma-
terials like TMDC mist ompounds: For ross setion samples (a) one uts and thins
perpendiular to the layers while for plan-view speimen (b) the thin lm is prepared by
utting the rystal parallel to the sandwih layer interfaes along the van-der-Waals gap.
This an be ahieved by dierent leavage tehniques.
4.1.2 Preparation of ultra-thin samples for HRTEM
The preparation of samples for high-resolution transmission eletron mirosopy from
the mist layered ompound rystals an be generally parted into two totally dierent
tehniques, i.e. the plan-view and the ross-setion preparation. While for normal 3-
dimensional bulk speimen the fabriation for plan-view and ross-setion samples diers
not muh, the quasi 2-dimensional nature of the TMDC mist ompounds with its staked
geometry of sandwihes separated by van-der-Waals gaps along the (001)-axis fores the
preparator to apply dierent tehniques for ross setion and plan view preparation. The
initial situation is skethed in gure 4.2: For ross-setion preparation one has to ahieve
parallel uts towards the  diretion perpendiular to (or in a ertain angle against, if
desired) the layers, but for plan-view samples the rystal has to be thinned parallel to the
layered struture itself. Two approahes are desribed in the following setions.
Preparation of ross-setion HRTEM speimens
The ross-setion preparation follows some well known tehniques often used for TEM
speimen fabriation ombined with some remarkable speis that arise from the physial
nature of the TMDC mist ompounds. After opening a vial from the rystal furnae
one rst has to wait for some days until the iodine that was used as transport agent
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during the growth proess is evaporated, in order to avoid outgassing in the vauum of
the mirosope olumn.
The rystals an dier in shape and size, dependent on the growth parameters. For
TEM samples one usually wants the rystal to be at, with a lean surfae and not smaller
than approximately 2 mm × 2 mm so that it an still be handled with a foreps.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the main steps of ross-setion sample preparation.
The (PbS)1.14NbS2 rystals show a beneial feature at its surfaes that is visible even
by the eye: Small parallel lines similar to srathes an be observed whih point along the
rystallographi diretion with the ommensurate interfaes. This is a helpful guide to
ut the rystal in suh a way, that the interfae whih one is interested in an be observed
in the mirosope under feasible tilt angles. Therefore the rystal is then glued between
silion wafers and glass so that the surfae on one side is still visible (gure 4.3 (a)).
After that a wire saw is used to ut the sample into slabs of approximately 1 mm
thikness (b), followed by ultrasoni drilling () to ut a dis with a standard diameter
for TEM speimen holders. Mehanial thinning is then done with rotating speimen dis
grinders using abrasive paper with dereasing granularity to polish the surfae.Then a
dimple grinder (d) is used to thin the speimen seletively in its enter down to ∼ 30 µm.
During the subsequent ion ething (e) aelerated Argon ions emitted from one or two
guns are used to thin the speimen further until a hole appears. At the edges of the hole
the speimen should nally be both, thin enough for high-resolution eletron mirosopes
and as "lean"as possible. Amorphous layers on the surfaes of the thin TEM speimens
are the result of ion beam damage during Ar ion milling and the thikness of these
layers should be minimized for a good signal-to-noise ratio in HRTEM images of atomi
olumns, as the ones presented in hapter 5. To ahieve this, one an tune several ritial
parameters that are the ion energy, the gun urrent and the thinning angle.
For the sample prepared during this thesis dierent ion polishing mahines were used.
The preparation lab in Kiel hosts the GATAN PIPS Model 691 (operation voltage 1 - 6
kV, soure urrent 1.0 mA, milling angle 0
◦
- 10
◦
) and the BALTEC RES 100 (operation
voltage 1 - 10 kV, soure urrent 0.5 - 3.5 mA, milling angle 0
◦
- 18
◦
). Additionally
during the experiments in Jülih at the Ernst Ruska-Centre the TECHNOORG LINDA
Gentle Mill (operation voltage 0.1 - 2 kV, soure urrent 7 - 90 µA, milling angle 0◦ - 45◦)
was used for post-thinning. A HRTEM sample that has undergone all these proesses
suessfully is photographed under a light mirosope in gure 4.4.
Problems that may arise during HRTEM sample preparation are that the TMDC mist
ompounds are very sensitive when mehani fores are applied and often don't survive
the grinding and dimpling proess. Even after ion polishing the samples an omprise a
lot of amorphous material that sometimes annot be removed by further thinning under
dierent onditions.
One also has to take into aount that due to the sandwih struture the ion polishing
an destroy or at least disturb or modulate the layers to a ertain degree. This is the main
reason why ion ething an not be applied in the ase of plan view sample preparation.
For future work on this materials it ould be reasonable to study the ion thinning
on the samples in more detail as a funtion of the relevant parameters (ion energy, gun
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Figure 4.3: Demonstration of the basi steps of preparing a ross setion sample from a
mist layered ompound rystal: (a) The rystal is glued between silion wafers and glass
in the preferred orientation and then (b) ut into slabs of about 1 mm thikness by a
wire saw. With an ultrasoni dis utter () the round shape with standardized diameter
for the speimen holders of the mirosope is ahieved and the sample is further thinned
by grinding and polishing on speial rotating abrasive paper. Dimpling (d) is performed
by mounting the sample to a rotating table and by a rotating wheel in ontat with the
surfae. This speimen with less than 30 µm thikness is used for the nal step of Ar ion
ething (e) whih is applied until a hole with eletron-transparent edge regions is formed.
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Figure 4.4: (PbS)1.14NbS2 sample after suesful ross setion preparation for high-
resolution transmission eletron mirosopy.
urrent, thinning angle) in detail to optimize this impotant step.
Nevertheless suessful HRTEM sample preparation was ahieved during this work as
the aberration-orreted HRTEM images (e.g. gure 5.8) in hapter 5 demonstrate.
Preparation of plan-view HRTEM speimens
The sandwih rystals of the TMDC mist ompounds prohibit plan-view sample prepa-
ration as desribed above due to it's quasi 2-dimensional geometry. Fortunately another
method exists to reah the goal of lean and thin samples in plan view whih uses the
layered struture as an advantage as shown in gure 4.5.
First the rystal is glued to a wafer and then an adhesive tape is attahed to the upper
surfae. Now the tape is removed arefully (gure 4.5 (a)) and the ompound beomes
leaved just along a van-der-Waals gap. This tehnique is adopted from surfae siene
laboratories where similar methods are used in order to produe defet free surfaes under
ultra-high vauum onditions. The in-plane stability of the mist layered ompounds due
to its quasi 2-dimensional nature supports this approah.
The preparator then arefully uts o very thin faets from the brink with a razor
blade under a light mirosope and puts the small piees onto appropriate mesh grids
of opper (gure 4.5 (b)). At the edges of the small faets one nds regions under the
eletron mirosope where the sample is thin enough for investigations.
This method is faster than the average ross setion preparation proedure, in fat
one an easily prepare a dozen samples within one day. While this tehnique avoids
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a) b)
Figure 4.5: Plan-view preparation of TMDC mist ompound samples for high-resolution
eletron mirosopy: (a) The sample is leaved along the van-der-Waals gaps by gluing an
adhesive tape to the rystal and pulling it up. (b) Subsequently, small faets on the edges
of the lean surfae an be lifted with a razor blade and brought into an appropriate opper
grid.
damage from ion beams and mehanial thinning, there are also disadvantages: First, not
all samples that appear to be thin under the light mirosope an be used for HRTEM
beause they are still far too thik for inspeting them in the HRTEM. That an be
ompensated only by produing a lot of samples. Seondly by the utting with the
razor blade the edges of the sample tend to bow upwards, whih aggravates the orret
adjustment of the inident beam diretion in the eletron mirosope. Finally with this
method amorphous material is avoided, beause the rystal struture is not destroyed by
an ion ething step. On the other hand a narrow amorphous edge is required to line-up
the Cs-orretor (ompare hapter 4.3).
It is possible to put an amorphous sample together with the mist into the grid for the
orretor adjustment. This is not a very good solution beause after re-adjusting for the
dierent sample height the orretor settings will not be adequate any more. Foussing the
beam and "burning"the sample to get amorphous horns is still the best way to irumvent
this problem but of ourse not entirely satisfatory.
4.2 Conventional HRTEM & STEM
Conventional HRTEM and STEM was performed with the reently installed Tenai F 30
S-Twin mirosope in the Nanolab Kiel. At the time of the experiments not all miroope
parameters were arefully haraterized so there are some unertainties in that. Imaging
had to be done with the GIF amera, as a CCD amera in front of the GIF was not yet
available.
Nominal parameters for the mirosope operated under 300 kV are:
• defous spread δ(Z) = 5.3 nm,
• spherial aberration oeient Cs = 1.2 mm,
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• Sherzer defous Z = -59 nm.
The semionvergene angle for typial illumination onditions is α = 0.3 mrad.
Reording foal series with the onventional Tenai F 30 mirosope was also per-
formed for this thesis. The series are reorded in equidistant foal steps around Sherzer
or Lihte defous. Although there is no quantitative knowledge about other aberrations
apart from the value of the Cs, omputational foal series reonstrution on images taken
with the Tenai are performed.
The STEM images were among the rst ones ever taken with this instrument after instal-
lation. STEM HAADF imaging has been performed in order to investigate its potential in
imaging the olumns of heavy atoms in the mist ompound. Parameter settings used for
the image aquisition are ondensor aperture 100 µm, spot size 9 and gun lens 6. Further
improvements in resolution are ahievable by optimizing the system parameters.
4.3 Aberration-orreted HRTEM
Aberration-orreted high-resolution transmission eletron mirosopy (HRTEM) was ap-
plied to resolve the atomi struture of the mist layered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2. The
measurements were done at the Ernst Ruska-Centre in the researh enter Jülih using a
FEI TITAN 80-300 kV HRTEM equipped with an imaging aberration orretor element.
While it is possible to go to lower values, the operational voltage was always set to 300
kV during the experiments. A Gatan 2k slow san harged oupled devie amera (CCD)
system was used. Speiations for the instrument operated under optimum onditions
are determined to:
• defous spread δ(Z) = 2.93 nm,
• semionvergene angle α = 0.2 mrad,
• information limit 1/gmax = 0.8 A˚,
• residual deloalisation R = 0.47 A˚,
• optimum spherial aberration Cs,opt = −12.72 µm,
• optimum fous Zopt = 5.78 nm,
• optimum foal inrement d = 2.44 nm,
• hromati aberration oeient CC = 1.28 nm.
The aompanying image simulations where performed with the JEMS software pak-
age provided by Stadelmann and o-workers [20℄ using the multislie algorithm already
desribed in hapter 2.1.2.
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As explained in detail in setion 2.1.7., in the ideal ase a foal series of about 10
or more images with equidistant foal steps is reorded to reonstrut the exit plane
wavefuntion. For an aberration orretor equipped instrument residual aberrations de-
termined right before the image aquisition an be orreted and phase and amplitude an
be generated. From that, struture information like lattie parameters an be gained by
evaluating intensity peak distanes. For that purpose it is important to know the CCD
amera disretization very preisely for the magniation that is used. For the images
reorded during this work that are used in the present and following setions, usually a
magniation of 790k or 1000k was used. Table 4.1 lists the disretization values for some
magniations of the Titan mirosope operated under 300 kV [79℄. The determination
of atom olumn distanes is of ourse also limited by these errors.
Imaging mode mean sampling (nm/pixel) relative error (%)
SA 490k 0.021793 0.339
SA 620k 0.017124 0.365
MH 790k 0.012826 0.287
MH 1000k 0.010243 0.227
MH 1200k 0.008239 0.252
Table 4.1: Calibration results for the CCD image disretization of imaging modes within
the aberration orreted FEI Titan mirosope operated at 300 kV [79℄.
When reording a foal series within an aberration-orreted mirosope, the defous
values are hosen in suh a way, that the NCSI ontrast produing defous is loated
somewhere in the middle of a series of images . When the sample is very sensitive to
beam damage it an however be favourable to adjust the defous in suh a way that the
NCSI ontrast is among the rst few images of the series. The experimental proedure
usually starts with the alignment of the aberration orretor. For that purpose it is
ommon to searh for a position on the sample that is very thin and onsists in the
best ase exlusively of amorphous material, whih is often the ase at the edges of the
speimen. Now a so-alled tilt series is reorded, where the angle of the inident beam is
tilted isotropially around its enter and the power spetrum for eah angle is reorded to
alulate the phase plate [80℄ and determine the quantities of the lower order aberrations,
in partiular defous, 2-, 3-, and 4-fold astigmatism, axial oma, spherial aberration, star
aberration and three lobe aberration. Those should be orreted suiently aording to
table 4.2 [81℄ to math the π/4 limit (as explained in hapter 2.1.7) for the information
limit gmax = 12.5 nm
−1
of the mirosope.
An examplary tilt series from an amorphous edge of a (PbS)1.14NbS2 sample is shown
in gure 4.6 together with the phase plates for the aberrations whih give the quantity
of eah aberration oeient. The onentri plaement of the diratograms in 4.6 (a)
represents shematially the angles by whih the appropriate spetrum is taken. This
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Coeient ATLAS notation Aberration synonym Quantity
Z, C1 c20 defous 0.8 nm
A1 c22 2-fold astigmatism 0.8 nm
b2 c31 axial oma 17 nm
A2 c33 3-fold astigmatism 50 nm
C3, Cs c40 spherial aberration -12.72 µm± 2.7µm
S3 c42 star aberration 0.67 µm
A3 c44 4-fold astigmatism 2.7 µm
B4 c51 axial oma 5th order 27 µm
D4 c53 three lobe aberration 27 µm
A4 c55 5-fold astigmatism 136 µm
C5 c60 spherial aberration 6th order 6.6 mm
S5 c62 star aberration 6th order -
S5 c64 rosette aberration -
A5 c66 6-fold astigmatism 6.6 mm
Table 4.2: Allowed magnitudes of aberration oeients (π/4 limit for gmax = 12.5 nm
−1
at 300 kV) [81℄. The oeient notations dier for the ATLAS software and are listed
here for the respetive aberrations.
is alled Zemlin tableau. The phase plate denoted "all"in () is the eetive one that is
formed from the distributions of all lower order aberrations. Those phase plates from eah
individual aberrations are denoted by cxx, with the ATLAS notation from table 4.2. The
tableaus are reorded and evaluated with the ATLAS software developed at the Ernst
Ruska Centre Jülih [81℄.
During the experiment a tilt series is rst reorded to orret the aberrations aording
to the π/4 limit, then the foal series is reorded and then again a tilt series is aquired.
If the aberrations estimated from both tilt series before and after the experiment dier
only slightly, the experimentator an in good approximation assume that those quantities
where stable enough in time to treat the aberrations as onstant values during foal series
aquisition. The values gained from the evaluation of the Zemlin tableau an later be used
for omputational orretion of the aberrations [82℄. However, it should be noted that
espeially the 2-fold astigmatism is indeed not stable even over short time periods [83℄.
4.4 Eletron diration
For lattie parameter and struture determinations one uses the eletron diration mode
within a TEM and an then ompare these data to x-ray diration experiments and judge
about the struture properties of the sample. The lattie parameters from the x-ray data
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Figure 4.6: Tilt series from a (PbS)1.14NbS2 sample at an amorphous edge (b). The
Zemlin tableau (a) shows the diratograms reorded under tilted inident beam angles
that are used to alulate the quantities and phase plates of the lower order aberrations
(cxx, ATLAS notation) in (). The tableaus are reorded and evaluated with the ATLAS
software developed at the Ernst Ruska Centre Jülih [81℄.
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for the pure [7℄ and the mist [13℄ ompounds were already listed in table 3.1. The errors
of those values are aording to the authors in the range of 0.1 - 0.2 pm, i.e. about 0.02
%. This auray annot be reahed by any other experimental tehnique. For eletron
diration within a TEM, the disretization of the CCD amera (i.e. the sampling rate
in nm per pixel) is usually estimated with the help of polyrystalline samples in the
diration mode. If this is done very preisely, the error an be redued to a residual
inherent bias of about 2 % (≈ 12 pm for the mist ompound lattie parameters), whih
is still two orders of magnitude higher than the error inherent in the x-ray sattering data.
Using onvergent beam eletron diration, an auray of 0.01 % is possible, but due to
the high density of reetions in the eletron diration pattern of mist ompounds this
is not appliable here.
Usually, if one has not heked the alibration for every amera length and parameter
settings of the mirosope used during the experiment (e.g. by inserting a standard
together with the sample in a grid), an error of up to 5 % has to be taken into aount [79℄.
However, that is suient enough for many pratial purposes as e.g. for aurately
determining lattie parameters and the rystal struture of the sample.
4.5 Comparison of onventional and aberration-orreted
HRTEM imaging
The advantages of aberration-orreted HRTEM and the NCSI imaging mode, that sup-
presses the image deloalization strongly and shows at the same time favourable ontrast
transfer (gure 2.5) was already disussed in detail in setion 2.1.6. The goal of this
work was to ahieve NCSI ontrast images that diretly show the atom olumns at the
inommensurate interfaes of the mist layered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2.
When the parameters of the mirosope during the imaging proess are well known,
it is possible to also simulate these onditions with the multislie approah disussed in
setion 2.1.2 and ompare the image ontrasts. When the intensity distribution from both
the experimental and the simulated images t together, it is in good agreement with the
theory justiable to identify the intensity peaks with the projeted rystal potential and
thus the atom olumns.
Without aberration orretors this is not possible, as gure 4.7 points out: The im-
age deloalization R(g) for Sherzer (red urve) and Lihte (light red urve) defous of
a onventional Tenai F30 instrument is ompared with the one under NCSI onditions
(blue line) in an aberration-orreted Titan. R(g) produes large quantities for any spa-
tial frequeny range of g where the ontrast transfer funtion (as shown in gure 2.5)
osillates strongly. For onventional Sherzer defous the deloalization is relatively small
for spatial frequenies lower than the point resolution that is given by the rst root of the
orresponding CTF but inreases dramatially for higher values of g. The Lihte defous
minimizes the total deloalization but shows huge values of R(g) for lower frequenies.
For both imaging onditions, ontrast deloalization within the order of some nm ours
over large parts of the spatial frequeny range.
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Figure 4.7: Image ontrast deloalization behaviour R(g) for Sherzer (red urve) and
Lihte (light red urve) defous of a onventional Tenai F30 instrument ompared with
the one under NCSI onditions (blue line) in an aberration-orreted HRTEM. While both
Sherzer and Lihte onditions produe ontrast deloalization of about some nm for large
ranges of the spaial frequeny g, the deloalization for NCSI onditions remains under
the value of 0.5A˚ up to the information limit and is therefore highly preferable for desired
resolutions that are in the order of typial atom olumn distanes within a rystal like the
(PbS)1.14NbS2.
In ontrary to that, in an aberration-orreted HRTEM under NCSI onditions the
deloalization is suppressed learly under 0.05 nm for all spatial frequenies up to the
information limit. This allows the assumption that atom olumns of even omplex systems
like the mist layered ompounds an be diretly imaged if samples are suiently thin.
This behaviour an be diretly demonstrated as gure 4.8 illustrates [84℄: Here a single
superell (as shown shematially in the inset) of the (PbS)1.14NbS2 system is artiially
embedded in vauum and the HRTEM image ontrast is simulated with multislie al-
gorithms for dierent sets of mirosope parameters. (a) shows the eets of ontrast
deloalization for a onventional HRTEM under Sherzer defous (Tenai F 30) and (b)
the orresponding NCSI ontrast by an aberration-orreted instrument (Titan). It be-
omes obvious, that the deloalization eets that transfer intensity far into the vauum
(a) are also present inside the unit ell and make a diret interpretation of the intensity
impossible if ompared to the real struture. In ontrast, for the ase of the NSCI ondi-
tion image the deloalization eets are only slightly visible at the edges of the superell
and the intensity an be easily identied with the projeted potential and thus the atom
olumns of the ompound.
Indeed, by varying imaging parameters like defous or the rystal thikness, for a
onventional HRTEM and very omplex systems like the mist layered ompounds it is
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Figure 4.8: Multislie simulations to demonstrate the eet of deloalization on imaging for
a onventional (a) Tenai F 30 and an aberration-orreted Titan HRTEM (b): A single
unit ell of (PbS)1.14NbS2 (shematially shown in the inset) is embedded in vauum. (a)
For Sherzer onditions (U = 300 kV, Cs = 1.2 mm, Z = -59 nm) ompliated ontrast
does not allow to direly link the intensity peaks to the atomi struture. The deloalization
"swaps"intensity far into the vauum, whih of ourse also dominates the ontrast within
the unit ell. For NCSI onditions (U = 300 kV, Cs = - 13 µm, Z = 5.8 nm) a diret
interpretation of the image intensity with respet to the projeted potential and thus the
atom olumns is possible.
not possible to ahieve image intensities that allow a diret interpretation of the underlying
rystal struture. For very simple rystals like Silion in e.g. <110> projetion this an be
possible [85℄, but for suh omplex strutures like the mist layered ompounds the image
deloalization and ompliated ontrast transfer in a onventional HRTEM are learly
inferior to the properties under NCSI onditions in an aberration-orreted HRTEM as
the simulations presented in gure 4.8 demonstrate.
After image aquisition, the experimental data are ompared with the image intensi-
ties simulated for the appropriate mirosope parameters. When the experimental and
simulated ontrasts are omparable for the simulation parameters used during image
aquisition (i.e. aelerating voltage, spherial aberration, defous, defous spread, semi-
onvergene angle, sample thikness), the reorded intensities are in fat the diret rep-
resentations of the atom olumns and thus the lattie struture an be studied loally in
real spae.
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Chapter 5
The struture of (PbS)1.14NbS2:
Experimental data and image
simulations
This hapter presents rst the geometri struture of the rystal system estimated from
eletron diration patterns ompared with x-ray diration experiments. Afterwards
the results from the STEM and aberration-orreted HRTEM plan-view imaging are
presented, followed by a omparison of onventional and aberration-orreted HRTEM
imaging and foal series reonstrution. Diret real spae results obtained from the
aberration-orreted HRTEM images showing several loal inhomogeneities will be pre-
sented afterwards. Those mirographs demonstrate the powerful NCSI tehnique, that
allows to diretly measure lattie parameters and related atomi struture features.
5.1 Lattie parameters and ommensurability: Ele-
tron diration study
Obviously it is important to haraterize the lattie struture of a rystal system prior to
any further examinations in the TEM, espeially if one deals with suh omplex strutures
like the mist layered ompounds. The CVT growth proess for those ompounds as
explained in hapter 4 is until now not very well understood. Conerning this, it should
be lear that an unertainty about the stoihiometry and even the whole lattie struture
of the rystals will always remain after growth. While the marosopi quality of the
samples an be judged under a light mirosope or even by eye to nd out whether the
rystals an be used to prepare TEM ross-setion or plan-view samples, it is further
neessary to determine the lattie parameters to be sure that the system is indeed the one
whih it is expeted to be. For example, in the ase of the mist layered ompounds the
rystallization an take plae in the related but not idential 1T, 2H or 3R strutures. By
very preisely prompting the initial weight into the vile before the growth one minimizes
suh unwanted results, but still a residual unertainty about the nal struture remains.
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5.1.1 Lattie projetion along the [001℄ axis of (PbS)1.14NbS2
Figure 5.1 (a) shows the projeted rystal struture of a single slab of the (PbS)1.14NbS2
ompound viewed along the [001℄ diretion determined from the x-ray derived lattie
parameters given in the table (b), that also lists the values from the pure ompounds. In
this diretion the slight modulation eets that hange the lattie parameters are rather
small.
The nearly fourfold symmetry of the PbS sublattie is indiated by the red retan-
gles in the bottom left orner of (a), the sixfold symmetry of the NbS2 is highlighted
by the hexagon. Along the b diretion the lattie parameter is the same for both sub-
latties whih denes the size of the grey painted superell in that diretion. Along the
inommensurate a diretion the superell is onstruted by approximating the ratio to
7 · aNbS2 = 4 · aPbS as will be desribed in more detail in the previous setions.
From the eletron diration pattern in () the lattie onstants an be alulated
by measuring the spot distanes. The table 5.1 lists the x-ray derived lattie onstants
from [13℄ and the ones determined from the eletron diration patterns in the [100℄, [010℄
and [001℄ zone axes for the samples used in this thesis. From these values two onlusions
an be made: First, we an be ondent that our sample struture orresponds to that
desribed in the literature and thus we have the same rystal struture. Seond, the mean
values of the eletron diration determined lattie parameters are very lose to the x-ray
values, whih means that the alibration might be far better then the assumed error of 5
%.
lattie onstant x-ray eletron diration
aPbS (A˚) 5.834 ± 0.002 5.79 ± 0.29
aNbS2 (A˚) 3.313 ± 0.001 3.32 ± 0.17
bPbS (A˚) 5.801 ± 0.001 5.74 ± 0.29
bNbS2 (A˚) 5.801 ± 0.001 5.74 ± 0.29
cPbS (A˚) 11.902 ± 0.003 12.14 ± 0.6
cNbS2 (A˚) 23.807 ± 0.001 24.23 ± 1.2
Table 5.1: Lattie onstants of the PbS1.14NbS2 mist derived from x-ray data [13℄ and
eletron diration patterns.
The [001℄ diration pattern in gure 5.1 () is partly indexed for lariation and
red lines are inserted as a guide to the eye to highlight the NbS2 and PbS originating
reetions. The ommensurate diretion b is easy to identify, as the (020) reetion is
in the same distane from the enter of the pattern for both subsystems. In ontrary to
that, along the a diretion this is learly not the ase. The indexing is done in a way
that treats the mist ompound as being build up by two independent subsystems, and
therefore the reetions have indies denoting the lattie they orrespond to.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Projeted top view (along [001℄ axis) sheme of the atomi onguration of
the mist layered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2 derived from the x-ray data of table (b). Parts
of the sublatties of the PbS and NbS2 are highlighted by the red retangle and hexagon
respetively. The artiially onstruted superell is indiated by the grey box, where the
otherwise irrational ratio of aPbS and aNbS2 is approximated to 7/4. In a and b diretion
the mist lattie is only slightly modulated with respet to that of the pure ompound. The
parameters are listed for omparison in the table (b). The orresponding zone axis eletron
diration pattern () is indexed around the entral spot of the diretly transmitted beam.
The four- and sixfold symmetry of the spots from the sublatties are highlighted in red.
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Three types of reetions our in these eletron diration patterns: First, ree-
tions originating from both subsystems like the diretly transmitted beam and the (020)
reetion. Seond, reetions that are exlusively from either the NbS2 or the PbS and
third, satellite reetions from multiple sattering events where dierent reiproal lattie
vetors g from both subsystems are involved.
Another method of indexing onsistently is the four-integer notation (h1klh2) used
by [14℄. Here, h1 refers to aPbS and h2 to aNbS2 . For example the (020)PbS/NbS2 reetion
then beomes (0200), the (200)PbS beomes (2000) and so on. The omplete struture
an then be desribed in a superell with indies (HKL), where H = mh1 + nh2, K = k
and L = l and aPbS/aNbS2 = m/n. Obtaining a partiular H an be ahieved by an
innite number of ombinations of h1 and h2. Considering suh a ombination (h1, h2),
both subsystems ontribute to the appropriate reetion, e.g. to the (0kl) reetions.
As a result, one an see that any satellite reetions from a subsystem ontribute to
the basi reetions of the other subsystem. This eet an be negleted as long as
only the basi strutures should be determined, but has to be taken into aount if this
struture is modulated. For an irrational aPbS/aNbS2 as in an inommensurate system
like (PbS)1.14NbS2, dierent ombinations (h1, h2) that lead to the same H will originate
from satellite reetions with slighly dierent positions and the intensity is given by the
sum of dierent intensities. For suh a ase it is impossible to desribe the struture in a
three dimensional superell.
5.1.2 Lattie projetion along the [100℄ axis of (PbS)1.14NbS2
Figure 5.2 (a) shows the projeted sideview of a single slab along the [100℄ diretion deter-
mined from the x-ray diration data in table (b). In this projetion both ommensurate
diretions b and c an be studied.
Along the b diretion both subsystems are modulated in suh a way that bNbS2 equals
bPbS. The eletron diration pattern 5.2 () shows this ommensurability, as the row of
reetions for both subsystems have exatly the same distane from the entral spots. The
row of reetions an then be indexed as (0kl) with k = 0, 2, 2, 4, 4... and the appropriate
l values as outlined in the diration pattern.
To ahieve the ommensurability, bNbS2 is elongated about 7 pm and at the same time
bPbS is ompressed by 13 pm aording to the x-ray diration experiments (ompare the
values for the pure ompounds and the mist in table 5.2 (b)). As a result of that, the
PbS subsystem struture is additionally modulated as shown in the projeted view (a):
The unit ell is kind of "sheared"so that the sulphur atoms lurk towards the enter of the
projeted unit ell while at the same time the muh heavier lead atoms protrude from
their original positions so that the Pb-Pb atom distane is eetively less dereased by
the ompression.
The PbS double layers are interalated into eah van-der-Waals gap of the NbS2, but
as a result of the 2H struture of the NbS2 the lattie vetor cNbS2 is exaly 2 times larger
then cPbS. The doubling of the c vetors of both subsystems as table 5.2 (b) suggests is
therefore only derived by the interalation and does not alter the atomi distanes within
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Figure 5.2: (a) Projeted sideview sheme of a single slab (atoms above and below plane of
projetion are indiated with ±) along the inommensurate axis of the atomi onguration
of the mist layered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2 derived from the x-ray data of table (b).
The lattie onstants are ommensurate in both b and c diretion with bNbS2 = bPbS and
2 · cPbS = cNbS2. The ommensurability in b diretion is ahieved by ompression and
elongation of the unitells of the subsystems as the x-ray diration values of the pure and
mist ompounds in table (b) point out. The orresponding zone axis eletron diration
pattern () shows the ommensurability, as the distane of the row of reetions in b
diretion from the entral spots are obviously the same for NbS2 and PbS.
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the respetive unit ells.
The origin of the weak spots in the eletron diration pattern in gure 5.2 (b) is not
lear. While the projetion of the 2H NbS2 lattie in this diretion yields a periodiity
that is equal to the one of PbS, the bright spots show a distane in reiproal spae that
is in orrespondane with that. The weak spots in between show a periodiity belonging
to a distane of 2.38 nm whih is exatly the value of the c lattie vetor of the 2H NbS2.
This is an eet that further investigation should larify.
5.1.3 Lattie projetion along the [010℄ axis of (PbS)1.14NbS2
The rystallographi diretion that was studied in detail in this work is the one along
the [010℄ axis where the interfaes of the two subsystems are inommensurate. Due to
the staked nature of the mist layered ompounds, in fat every interfae along that
diretion is inommensurate and that gives rise to ertain inhomogeneities that will be
presented and disussed. It should be noted, that suh a high density of inommensurate
interfaes an exlusively be found within the mist layered materials, whih makes them
so outstanding.
Figure 5.3 (a) shows the projeted rystal struture of a single slab in the [010℄ dire-
tion. Along the  axis, the behaviour already desribed in the previous setion appears:
From the position of the PbS subsystem in the van-der-Waals gaps of the NbS2, the lattie
vetor cPbS is dened in suh a way, that it is exatly 1/2 of the value of cNbS2 due to the
2H struture of the NbS2.
The interfae between the two subsystems perpendiular to c is the inommensurate
one, where the lattie onstant ratio of aPbS and aNbS2 is irrational. Nominally, the
inommensurability is given by the values from the table in gure 5.3 (b):
aPbS
aNbS2
=
5.834A˚
3.313A˚
≈ 1.7609. (5.1)
For image intensity simulations and other omputational purposes an inommensu-
rate interfae an not be desribed analytially, beause the resulting unit ell would be
of innite size in that diretion. For suh purposes it is usual to approximate a ommen-
surability that has on the one hand a value as lose as possible to the inommensurate
one and on the other hand does not make the resulting unit ell too large for the pratial
use. In the ase of (PbS)1.14NbS2 this is ahieved by dening
aPbS
aNbS2
=
7
4
= 1.75. (5.2)
This is visualized by the grey box, that yields the new unit ell that was already referred
to as superell in the previous setions.
The modulations within the PbS struture, i.e. the protrusion of the Pb atoms from
the ompression of the unit ell as desribed in setion 5.1.2 is also visual in the projetion
along the inommensurate axis as 5.3 (a) depits.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Projeted sideview sheme along the ommensurate axis of the mist lay-
ered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2 derived from the x-ray data of table (b). Only a single slab
is shown, with + or - denoting the atom to be situated above or below the plane of pro-
jetion. The lattie onstants are ommensurate in c diretion with cNbS2 = 2cPbS. The
inommensurability in a diretion arises from the irrational ratio of aPbS and aNbS2 as
an be seen from the x-ray diration data for both the pure ompounds and the mist in
the table (b). The struture must be approximated for e.g. image intensity simulations to
be ommensurate, and thus a superell as indiated by the grey box is onstruted where
the ratio of aNbS2 and aPbS is set artially to 7/4. The orresponding zone axis ele-
tron diration pattern () shows the inommensurability, as the distane of the row of
reetions in a diretion from the entral spots dier learly for NbS2 and PbS. Eah row
an be indexed as (h0l)PbS/NbS2, with h = 0, 2, 2... and the appropriate l value for the c
diretion. The reason for the streaking of the reetions will be disussed in setion 5.7.
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The eletron diration pattern showed in gure 5.3 () diretly reveals the inommen-
surability when the distanes of the respetive (20l)PbS and (20l)NbS2 row of reetions are
determined. Additional features an be seen in the eletron diration pattern that are
not present in the eletron diration pattern taken along the [100℄ diretion (g. 5.2 ()):
First, the reetions are not sharp points as in the ommensurate diretion but streaked
along c. This phenomenon appears exlusively in this rystallographi diretion and will
be disussed and explained in detail in a following setion, where it will be proved that
staking disorder is the origin of this lattie inhomogeneity.
Seond, additional rows of weak reetions parallel to the main (h0l)PbS/NbS2 (with
h = 0, 2, 2...) ones an be identied that arise from multiple sattering events with lattie
vetors g from both subsystems involved. The multiple sattering auses also the satellite
reetions from the [001℄ diration pattern shown in gure 5.1 ().
It an also be seen that the intensity of the PbS reetions osillates with a period of
∼ 8·gc. This is due to reiproal lattie vetors that belong to diration planes within the
PbS subsystem onneting the single slabs in a diagonal way. In Fourier spae this yields
suh intensity modulations along a reetion line in  diretion if the staking is disordered
due to the onvolution with the undistorted diration pattern. For h = 0 this results
only in intensity modulations of the basi reetions, as the EDP also onrms, beause
the projeted lateral struture for h = 0 does not "see"any disorder in the staking.
5.2 Conventional Z-ontrast imaging
The HAADF STEM was performed with the reently installed Tenai F 30 mirosope
in the Nanolab Kiel. Although the parameters of the mirosope were not harater-
ized at the time of the experiments, Z-ontrast imaging was performed as a rst test to
nd out whether it is possible to resolve the lattie struture of the mist layered om-
pound (PbS)1.14NbS2 using this tehnique. The nominal resolution for a properly aligned
mirosope of that type should be about 0.17 nm in the STEM mode.
Figure 5.4 shows two of the rst ever taken Z-ontrast images with the mirosope after
installation. Imaging was done along the ommensurate diretion of the (PbS)1.14NbS2
lattie. Although at this early stage the haraterization of the mirosope parameters
were far from perfet (e.g. eletroni instabilities during the sanning of the probe ause
the lateral displaements of individual pixel rows), it was possible to image the layered
struture of the ompound, as the bright image intensities that belong to atom olumns
with high atomi number Z demonstrate.
As the insets show, the fourfold symmetry of the PbS subsystem is loally visible,
although the ontrasts are strongly blurred. From the NbS2 subsystem whih has muh
shorter interatomi distanes than the PbS part, only the Nb is resolved as bright lines
between the PbS part shoe in the enlarged piture in gure 5.4. This is not surprising, as
the atomi number Z of the sulphur is far smaller than the one of Nb.
However, as there was no more time for a haraterisation of the miroope parameters
in HAADF STEM mode, no further investigations with this tehnique were performed.
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Figure 5.4: Two of the rst ever taken HAADF STEM Z-ontrast images with the reently
installed Tenai F 30 mirosope in Kiel. The images were reorded along the ommensu-
rate diretion of the mist layered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2. Although there was no time
for haraterisation of the mirosope parameters in this imaging mode, the layered stru-
ture is learly visible. As the insets shows, the fourfold symmetry of the PbS subsystem
and the Nb in between an be identied, although the atom olumn ontrasts are strongly
blurred. The weak sattering S olumns lose to the Nb are not resolved. Parameters used
are spot size 9, gun lens 6, ondensor aperture 100 µm and amera length 80 mm (left)
and 100 mm (right).
This will be a task for the future appliation of this mode.
5.3 Plan-view imaging
The plan-view imaging along the [001℄ axis of (PbS)1.14NbS2 requires samples prepared
by the leavage proess desribed in setion 4.1.2. This method produes lean surfaes
over large areas but an introdue abrupt hanges in the sample thikness, beause eah
reated step onsists of one or more subsystem layers. This is shematially shown in
gure 5.5 (a).
Those abrupt thikness steps alter the ontrast features in the experimental HRTEM
image. The thikness is supposed to hange from the thin edge on the left to thiker
regions on the right of the plan-view NCSI ontrast image of the mist layered ompound
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(PbS)1.14NbS2 in gure 5.5 (b) . The ontrast hanges are learly visible as the enlarged
parts of the piture below the image illustrate and the multislie simulations below the
enlarged images onrm this thikness dependene of the experimentally obtained on-
trast.
For thin regions a pseudo-square onguration of intensity peaks dominates the on-
trast that an be intuitively assoiated with the PbS subsystem. The multislie simulation
for NCSI ontrast onditions at a thikness of 4.8 nm onrms that this fourfold arrange-
ment is due to the PbS part of the mist ompound rystal.
The enlarged image part in the middle shows the rows of bright intensity peaks shifted
towards eah other produing a pseudo-hexagonal symmetry. Whether this is due to the
NbS2 subsystem an not be veried from the simulation. Although it reprodues the peak
shift towards eah other for a thikness of 11.9 nm, the hexagonal onguration assoiated
with the NbS2 an not be perfetly reprodued.
Aording to [14℄ inuenes of the diration ondition produe the pronouned hexag-
onal pattern. If the low order reetions due to NbS2 are the most intense ones in the
eletron diration pattern the orresponding image will prominently exhibit the hexag-
onal pattern. If on the other hand the low order reetions due to PbS are the most
intense ones the pattern will be predominantly square-shaped. As the sample thikness
determines the relative intensities of the reetions in the eletron diration pattern, it
also determines whether the square or the hexagonal onguration dominates the image
intensity.
For even larger sample thiknesses the intensity patterns beome muh more om-
pliated. The enlarged image part on the right is poorly reprodued by the multislie
simulation at a sample thikness of 14.3 nm where the weak phase objet approximation
is obviously not anymore appliable.
One signiant feature within the plan-view images are pronouned modulations of
the intensity of the bright peaks along the inommensurate diretion that appear over
large areas of the images. Figure 5.6 show suh modulations in an NCSI ontrast image
of (PbS)1.14NbS2 along the [001℄ diretion, some of them are examplarily highlighted with
irles around the intensity peaks.
These modulations, whih were also found by other authors [14℄ on similar mist lay-
ered ompounds, onsist of three or four bright intensity peaks (red irles) that alternate
with four or three diuse peaks (blue irles) that are learly less bright. The sum of all
peaks in suh a pattern is always 7 and that denes a periodi pattern length. In adjaent
rows along the inommensurate axis these intensity patterns are in anti-phase: eah row
of peaks is shifted by the half period along the inommensurate axis.
These periodi pattern are diretly linked to the inommensurability of the mist
layered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2. The periodiity of the modulations is 2/∆g1 where ∆g1
is the dierene vetor from the basi reetions (200)NbS2 and (400)PbS as illustrated in
the eletron diration pattern inset in gure 5.6. The dierene vetors ∆g1, ∆g2 and
∆g3 that onnet the basi reetions in the EDP and generate the satellite reetion
positions determine the periodiity of the intensity modulations.
The "wavefront"of the intensity modulation that orresponds to ∆g1 is along the b
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Figure 5.5: Plan-view imaging along the [001℄ diretion of the mist layered ompound
(PbS)1.14NbS2. (a) Abrupt thikness hanges alter the image ontrast as steps are reated
during the leavage preparation tehnique. This radial hange in HRTEM image ontrast
is demonstrated by the experimental NCSI ontrast image (b), where the sample thikness
inreases from left to right. The appropriate multislie simulations for NCSI onditions
onrm this behaviour as the enlarged parts of the image show when ompared to the
simulations below.
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Figure 5.6: Periodi intensity modulations in a NCSI ontrast image taken along the [001℄
diretion of the mist layered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2. The "wavefronts"of the intensity
modulations orrespond to the reiproal lattie vetors ∆g1, ∆g2 and ∆g3 that onnet
basi reetions in the eletron diration pattern as the inset on the upper left shows.
diretion, while the two orresponding to ∆g2 and ∆g3 that point in diretions perpen-
diular to ∆g2 and ∆g3 in the EDP are illustrated with red arrows in the NCSI image.
The latter two are more pronouned beause ∆g2 and ∆g3 onnet basi reetions with
higher intensities.
These intensity modulations ould not be found in the multislie simulations for any
parameters of fous and thikness. This is not surprising, beause they are a diret
onsequene of the inommensurability that annot be inluded in a superell used as an
input for the simulations.
5.4 Conventional and aberration-orreted
HRTEM imaging
The omparison between experiment and simulation for onventional (a) and aberration-
orreted HRTEM (b) is shown in gure 5.7, where the (PbS)1.14NbS2 struture is imaged
along the ommensurate axis: The experimental image on the left reorded with a on-
ventional FEI Tenai F30 S-Twin HRTEM mirosope onrms the ontrast features
predited by the simulation done with the same quantities for aelerating voltage, spher-
ial aberration, defous, defous spread, semionvergene angle, and sample thikness,
although they learly show no easy aordane with the real struture as depited by the
inset. It is not possible for any ombinations of defous and thikness values to ahieve
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ontrast where the intensity maxima diretly represent the atom olumns of the rystal.
Figure 5.7: (a) Conventional HRTEM image and simulation along the ommensurate
interfae diretion of (PbS)1.14NbS2 taken with the Tenai F30 S-Twin instrument (a)
and the aberration-orreted Titan T 80-300 kV (b). The sample thikness is 3.5 nm in
both ases, the projeted rystal struture is shown in the insets. (a) There is no simple
relationship between image ontrast and the atomi struture due to the limiting eet of
image deloalization. Simulation parameters: E = 300 keV, Cs = 1.2 mm, Z = -30 nm,
∆(Z) = 5.3 nm, α = 0.3 mrad. (b) The image ontrast and projeted rystal struture
of both experiment and simulation an diretly be assoiated with eah other. Simulation
parameters: E = 300 keV, Cs = -12.7 µ m, Z = +5.8 nm, δ(Z) = 2.9 nm, α = 0.2 mrad.
Figure 5.7 (b) shows an experimental image reorded with the aberration orretor
equipped FEI Titan 80-300 kV (left) and the appropriate multislie simulation (right).
The inset of the projeted atomi onguration shows that the resulting image intensity
peaks orrespond diretly to the atom olumns of the lattie struture. The experimental
image reprodues this ontrast, like the bright intensity maxima that represesent the
atomi olumns, very well. These observations are the basi motivation of using the
method of NCSI ontrast imaging on the interfaes of the mist rystal.
It should be indiated that one ontrast detail of the NbS2 part of the mist diers in
the experimental NCSI image 5.7 (b) from the simulation. The Nb olumns show brighter
ontrast than the S olumns in the multislie simulation while in the experimental image
the ontrast is brighter for the S olumns. This is muh likely due to the Debye-Waller
fators used within the multislie algorithm [86℄ that are derived with x-ray experiments
for the pure elements. It is possible to determine muh more preise Debye-Waller fators
with the help of density funtional theory odes for individual unit ells and use these
preise data to do image intensity analysis on the atom olumns in the mirographs.
Unfortunately for a superell with 148 atoms like the one of (PbS)1.14NbS2 with its van-
der-Waals bindings it was not possible to ompute orret Debye-Waller fators within a
realisti frame of runtime and data storage.
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5.5 NCSI ontrast imaging
In priniple, if the sample if suiently thin it is possible to gain loalized lattie infor-
mation from any position of the speimen. Pratially, this is of ourse stritly limited
by the thikness (that should be less than 5 nm) and the quality (beam damage from
the ion milling; amorphous material) of the samples. A good example for a ase where
the speimen is on the one hand thin enough and on the other does not have too muh
amorphous material on top of it is shown in gure 5.8: Over an area of about 20 nm × 20
nm the atom olumns are learly resolved. This NCSI ontrast image is taken along the
ommensurate zone axis of (PbS)1.14NbS2 as the oordinate system depits. The atom
olumn onguration at a large number of inommensurate interfaes an be perfetly
studied in this projetion.
The image demonstrates that the weak sattering S olumns are individually resolved
even in lose distane to the muh stronger sattering Pb and Nb olumns. The loal
position of atom olumns and thus lattie parameters an be determined from the im-
age whih demonstrates the advantage of the NCSI ontrast imaging tehnique over the
spatially averaging x-ray diration experiments.
Note that in this projetion along the ommensurate axis it is not possible to distin-
guish between the lead and sulphur olumns that basially lie on top of eah other and
spatially dier only by the slight protrusion disussed in the previous setions. Beause
of that it is neessary to take into aount that the respetive intensity "blobs"ontain
intensity ontributions of both the lead and the sulphur olumns. Even though the peak
maximum will be dominated by the muh heavier sattering Pb atoms as an be seen
from the simulations (e.g. in gures 4.8 and 5.7), a slight shift towards the S olumns will
always appear. Figure 5.9 illustrates this eet shematially. An approah to resolve the
S and Pb olumns independently will be presented in hapter 5.10. In the following the
term lead/sulphur olumns will be used to give onsideration to that eet.
5.6 Foal series and reonstrution of the exit-plane
wave funtion
Reording foal series with a onventional instrument, the Tenai F 30 S-Twin, was done.
From the image ontrasts in gure 5.7 it is lear, that diret real spae struture infor-
mation from single images an not be gained for omplex systems like the mist layered
ompounds. Nevertheless omputational foal series reonstrution on images taken with
the Tenai were performed.
Figure 5.10 shows a series of 12 images taken with equidistant foal steps of 4.4 nm
from -18.8 nm to -66.9 nm along the ommensurate interfae diretion of (PbS)1.14NbS2.
The Sherzer defous for this instrument (with a Cs of 1.2 mm and a defous spread of
5.3 nm) is at Z = - 59 nm, the thikness of the sample is estimated to 3.5 nm in the
imaged region.
All single images in the series show ompliated ontrast behaviour. The layers an
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Figure 5.8: NCSI ontrast image (Cs = -13 µm, Z = 5.8 nm) over a sample area of
about 20 nm × 20 nm taken along the ommensurate zone axis of (PbS)1.14NbS2. This
projetion shows the atom olumns in the a - c plane where the interfaes between the PbS
and the NbS2 are inommensurate. The inset shows the struture shematially. As an
be seen by omparison, the intensity maxima depit the atom olumn positions. The image
demonstrates also that it is possible to resolve the weak sattering S olumns individually
even in lose distane to muh stronger sattering olumns.
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Figure 5.9: Experimental NCSI ontrast image and appropriate multislie simulation il-
lustrating the eet of a slight peak shift (7 pm) of the Pb intensity maximum in the
projetion along the inommensurate axis of (PbS)1.14NbS2 due to the Pb protrusion from
the enter within the PbS unit ell. The nal intensity is the integrated intensity of both
the Pb and S olumns. Due to that eet the individual Pb and S olumn positions an
not be determined aurately in this projetion.
be identied, but intensity maxima that denote atom olumns an hardly be found. Only
for defous values of -27.3 nm and -31.7 nm, fourfold ontrast features assoiated with
the PbS beome visible. The NbS2 subsystem annot be identied from the ontrast in
any of the images.
The reonstruted phase of the exit-plane wave funtion reveals details about the atom
olumn struture that ould not be gained from any of the foal series images: Although
the NbS2 sublayers are not resolved, one an learly identify the PbS atom olumns as the
inset shows whih is a good demonstration of the benets of foal-series reonstrution.
Figure 5.11 shows a foal series reorded with an aberration-orreted HRTEM around
the NCSI ontrast at Z = 5.8 nm for a Cs of approximately -13 µm. This series shows
again the (PbS)1.14NbS2 sample along the ommensurate interfae diretion for 9 dif-
ferent defous values. The insets show the multislie simulations with the appropriate
parameters for eah defous value and the projeted rystal struture for omparison.
By studying the ontrast features of experiment and simulation one an nd a very
good overall agreement, proving that the alignment of the defous as well as of the other
aberrations was done properly during the experiment. The strongest ontrast is predited
to be for the defous of 6 nm very lose to the NCSI ontrast whih is onrmed by both
experiment and simulation. Here, the onguration of the atom olumns at the interfaes
an be examined very well. In fat, images like the one shown in gure 5.8 and others
that will be presented in the following setions are reorded under these onditions to
study the geometri properties of the mist rystal.
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Figure 5.10: Foal series of 12 images taken with equidistant foal steps of 4.4 nm from
-18.8 nm to -66.9 nm along the ommensurate interfae diretion of (PbS)1.14NbS2 with
a onventional HRTEM (E = 300 kV, Cs = 1.2 mm, δ(Z) = 5.3 nm, α = 0.3 mrad,
sample thikness t = 3.5 nm). Although the single images of the series show no simple
relationship to the atom olumn struture, the PbS subsystem an be learly identied in
the reonstruted phase image of the exit plane wave funtion (see inset).
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Figure 5.11: Foal series of 9 images taken with equidistant foal steps of 2 nm from Z
= +10 nm to Z = -6 nm along the ommensurate interfae diretion of (PbS)1.14NbS2
with an aberration-orreted HRTEM (E = 300 kV, Cs = -13 µm, δ(Z) = 2.9 nm, α
= 0.2 mrad, sample thikness t = 3.2 nm). The insets show the appropriate multislie
simulations and the projeted atom olumns. NCSI ontrast is produed for a defous
of 5.8 nm. Overall, the ontrast features predited by the simulations are in very good
agreement with the experimental results.
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As an be seen in both simulation and experimental image at Z = 8 nm in gure 5.11,
the ontrast at the positions of the projeted potential beomes weaker ompared to the
NCSI ontrast image at Z = 6 nm, but the intensity features still give the positions of
the atom olumns. At Z = 10 nm this is not the ase anymore, as the NbS2 subsystem
ontrast is somehow blurred and instead of three separate intensity peaks (sulphur -
niobium - sulphur olumns) a ompliated streaked pattern appears.
Towards smaller defous values it an be observed in both simulation and experimental
image that the ontrast from the lead/sulphur olumns hanges and the intensity peaks
beome dark irles. The ontrast should reah its minimum around 0 nm defous whih
is very well reprodued by experiment and simulation. At lower defoi the ontrast for
several spatial frequenies beomes inverted due to a zero passing of the CTF whih an
be good seen as the lead/sulphur olumns produe dark blobs for -2, -4 and -6 nm instead
of intensity peaks. For defoi of 0 nm and below it an also be seen that the NbS2 is not
anymore represented by three individual intensity peaks.
The foal series reonstrution tehnique an be used to alulate the exit-plane wave
funtion and its amplitude and phase. Here a serious problem for the mist layered
materials appears that was already mentioned in the hapter 4: during the ross setion
preparation the ion beam deposits amorphous material onto the sample that was removed
from the rystal struture itself. Although a small amorphous edge is desirable to align
the aberration orretor, too thik layers of unordered atoms on the top and bottom of
the sample disturb not only the ontrast in the single images but beome together with
other instabilities like sample drift a serious problem within the exit wave reonstrution.
Figure 5.12 demonstrates this eet by showing the reonstruted phase image and
the NCSI ontrast image taken from the same series. Espeially the NbS2 subsystem does
not show intensity features that an be diretly linked to the projeted potential. The
insets shows the simulated phase of the exit wave funtion. The ontrasts are even sharper
than in both the experimental and simulated NCSI ontrast images. The ontrast in the
reonstruted phase of the exit wave funtion obtained from the experimental defous
series is remarkably weaker than the simulated one.
Many approahes with dierent ion ething mahines and parameter variations like
ething angle and energy were tried out during this thesis. Still the amount of amorphous
material on top and bottom of the samples should be redued in further works.
The eet of amorphous material on the auray of determining atom olumn po-
sitions from restored exit waves was found to be the most important fator (ompared
with other inuenes as e.g. noise or the restoration method within the reonstrution
itself) that limits the reliability of atomi olumn position estimations [87℄. The authors
desribe their method in detail in [88℄ [89℄. The method was applied on simulations of
SrTiO3 with and without amorphous layers and demonstrated that the error in auray
in the determinations is in the order of about 5 piometers [90℄. For very light olumns like
oxygen these inuenes inreases even more and the error will be up to ≈ 20 piometers.
However, for investigations on the atomi onguration of the inommensurate interfaes
of the mist system the NCSI ontrast images were used anyway. The knowledge of the
whole exit-wave funtion is not urgently neessary for that purposes.
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Figure 5.12: (a) Phase image from the exit-wave reonstrution of a foal series along the
ommensurate interfae diretion of (PbS)1.14NbS2 and an NCSI ontrast image from the
same series. The insets show the simulated image ontrasts for the phase of the exit-wave
funtion and the NCSI image. In the reonstruted phase the ontrast features are less
pronouned than in the simulation, espeially for the NbS2 subsystem. This is most likely
due to amorphous material [90℄.
5.7 Staking disorder
The NCSI imaging within an aberration-orreted HRTEM is used for a loser dissetion
of strutural features in the mist layered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2 beyond the simple
determination of lattie parameters. Images taken along the ommensurate axis show
the atom olumns at the inommensurate interfaes, like previously shown in gure 5.8.
Several inhomogeneities appear along this axis that will be disussed in detail in this
and the following setions. See also the already published literature onerning these
phenomena [15℄ [16℄. The inhomogeniety illustrated and explained in this setion is the
staking disorder of the PbS along the  axis.
As already pointed out in setion 5.1.3, the reetions in the eletron diration pattern
along the ommensurate axis are not sharp points as in the appropriate diration pattern
along the inommensurate diretion but streaked along the  diretion. While the NbS2
reetions are almost (but not entirely) sharp spots, the PbS reetions show a pronouned
streaking.
When the PbS sublayers are not aligned on top of eah other, additional frequenies
of the unit ell staking order in  diretion our that introdude additional reetions in
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the diration pattern as gure 5.13 illustrates.
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Figure 5.13: Shemati explanation of a streaking of reetions within an eletron dira-
tion pattern of a staked mist ompound: Eah periodiity within an unit ell produes an
appropriate distane between the spots in reiproal spae (a). Adding another periodiity
by srolling some of the PbS sublayers inside the van-der-Waals gaps produes additional
reetions (b)+(). If the staking is very heavily unordered, many additional reetions
our and the former spots appear as streaked rods.
Assuming a perfetly aligned rystal as in 5.13 (a), one would expet to nd a row of
PbS reetions in distane ga,P bS parallel to the entral row of spots like the shemati
eletron diration pattern below demonstrates. Along the  diretion the peak distane
is dened by the lattie vetor gc,P bS, that orresponds to the lattie onstant  of the PbS
subsystem. Due to the quasi-two dimensional layered struture of the mist ompound,
equidistant reetions with a spaing of gc,P bS in between will our. Note, that the
entral row of reetions has only the half periodiity, beause it onsists of reetions
from both the PbS and the NbS2, that has a lattie onstant cNbS2 double as large as cPbS
and thus the appropriate g vetor in reiproal spae is only half as long.
Figure 5.13 (b) shows what happens if the staking is distorted by introduing arti-
ially another lattie period of 2 · cPbS. This an be simply ahieved when some layers
of the PbS subsystem are moved in parallel diretion against eah other. The eletron
diration pattern will then show additional reetions with distanes of
1
2
gc,P bS.
When adding a third periodiity () with 3 · cPbS spots are added to the diration
pattern in the same manner with distanes of
1
3
gc,P bS and so on. Therefore it is lear,
that a disordered staking of the PbS inside of the van-der-Waals layers will produe
diration patterns like the one shown in gure 5.14 (a), where a strong streaking of the
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PbS reetions is visible. In priniple, any additional periods n ·cPbS with an integer n are
possible. However, as the intensity distribution along the  axis depits, those with very
large real spae periodiities (and thus small g vetors) are learly preferred. This means
that eah PbS subsystem is randomly shifted in the a diretion within the van-der-Waals
gaps.
It is important to state that the lateral displaement does not eet the row of re-
etions for l = 0 and that the staking disorder happens not in the ommensurate b
diretion. The osillations of the PbS reetion intensity is already disussed in setion
5.1.3.
This assumption is proved to be true, as the real spae NCSI image in gure 5.14
(b) shows: While the majority of the NbS2 sublayers are aligned on top of eah other
very well (although not perfetly, onrming the weak intensity streaks between the spots
in (a)) as the blue line that follows the atom olumns in  diretion demonstrates, the
staking of the PbS is totally disordered as the red line highlights. It rosses the Pb/S
atom olumns in eah individual layer and illustrates the distane in a diretion to the
nearest Pb/S olumn of the adjaent higher or lower slab by a 90
◦
kink in the skethed
red line.
The diratogram 5.14 in () is taken from an area of about 20 nm × 20 nm and
onrms the staking disorder to be muh more dramati for the PbS than for the NbS2.
As one an see from the blue line in (a), also a minority of the NbS2 sandwihes are not
diretly aligned with eah unit ell on top of the other, whih leads to the slight streaking
of the reetions in the diratogram.
5.8 Tetragonal distortion
The hanges of the lattie parameters of the NbS2 and PbS sublatties within the mist
ompound were already disussed in the setions 5.1.1 - 5.1.3. Here, the results from
the examinations on the PbS sublattie are presented where another inhomogeneity was
disovered.
As explained, the former rok-salt ubi PbS is deformed in several ways when build
into the mist, as the x-ray data from table 5.2 denote. The unit ell is ompressed into
both the a and b diretion and as a onsequene the Pb atoms protrude out of their
original positions to keep the interatomi Pb-Pb distane as large as possible.
The inrease by fator of nearly 2 of the lattie onstant in  diretion is ahieved by
the insertion of the PbS slabs into the van-der-Waals gaps of the NbS2. In that way the
distane to the next PbS double layer is inreased beause of the NbS2 sandwih that lies
in between two PbS slabs and so the lattie onstant  is eetively doubled. Obviously
it is not possible to judge from this  value alone, whether the distane in  diretion
between the Pb/S olumns within one layer is altered. For lariations I will refer to
this inner-layer distane of the olumns now as -spaing and to the appropriate distane
in a diretion as a-spaing, whih is exatly 1/2 · aPbS. These notations are illustrated in
gure 5.15 (a).
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Figure 5.14: Staking disorder within the mist ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2. The eletron
diration pattern (a) shows a strong streaking of the PbS reetions. Aording to the
model desribed in gure 5.13, this an be explained by staking disorder of the PbS sub-
system within the van-der-Waals gaps of the NbS2. This is diretly found in the NCSI
image (b): The red line indiates the disordered staking of the PbS, while the NbS2 slabs
are muh better oriented on top of eah other (blue line). The diratogram () onrms
this behaviour.
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lattie onstant pure mist
aPbS (A˚) 5.936 5.834
bPbS (A˚) 5.936 5.801
cPbS (A˚) 5.936 11.902
Table 5.2: Lattie onstants of the PbS subsystem in the pure rok-salt ubi struture and
when built into the mist layered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2. The values are derived from
x-ray diration data [13℄.
For the undistorted ubi PbS it is lear that the a- and -spaings are the same
as 1/2 · aPbS = 1/2 · cPbS hold true. That is not the ase within the mist ompound
(PbS)1.14NbS2 as will be demonstrated. The projeted atom olumn spaings from the x-
ray diration data [13℄ are listed in gure 5.15 (b). These distanes refer to the projeted
olumn distanes of eah atom type, whih must not be onfused with the real distane
between individual atoms. In a diretion the projeted distane is the half value from the
aPbS lattie parameter from table 5.2.
The protrusion of the Pb atoms in c diretion is reeted by the dierent distanes for
the projeted olumns of Pb and S respetively: While the S-S olumn distane is only
0.224 nm the Pb-Pb olumns are seperated by 0.331 nm, i.e. the Pb olumns protrusion
from the S olumns is 0.0535 nm.
From the multislie simulation in gure 5.15 (a) the distanes between the peaks that
onsist of both the Pb and S olumn are evaluated. The a-spaing is exatly the same
as from the x-ray diration data, whih onrms that the Pb and S olumns are not
modulated towards the a diretion. The projeted -spaing of the simulated Pb/S peak
is as expeted muh larger than the S-S distane but shorter than the value for Pb-Pb
beause it ontains the intensity of the sulphur olumn and the lead olumn. The Pb
has the muh higher Z number it is a muh stronger sattering atom type and thus the
peak is only slightly shifted away from the real Pb olumn position by the S olumn that
ontributes also to the nal peak intensity. From the value of cprojP b/S = 0.316 nm it an be
onluded that this shift within the image intensity will be ∼ 7 pm.
The determinations of the Pb/S a- and -spaings from the experimental NCSI on-
trast and the simulated multislie images were done by peak maximum tting from the
mirographs as demonstrated in gure 5.15 (): A retangle overing the peaks is taken
and the intensity is integrated parallel to the diretion in that the spaing should be de-
termined. This integrated intensity omprises then both the intensity from the S and the
Pb olumn whih add up to the experimental peak in the HRTEM image. This integrated
intensity is then plotted as a graph as the inset in 5.15 () shows.
This is performed for a number of about 100 peak pairs for both lattie diretions
in the experimental NCSI ontrast images as an be seen from the waterfall plot 5.15
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Figure 5.15: Determination of the a- and -spaing within the PbS layers in the mist
ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2 from experimental and simulated NCSI ontrast images: The
spaings are illustrated in the simulated NCSI image (a), the quantities derived from that
listed in (b) together with the x-ray data [13℄. The experimental NCSI images () are
analysed by integration of the intensity within a retangle around the peaks. Then the
peak maxima (d) are plotted by polynomial urve tting (e) and nally the statistial
quantities are gained by Gauss tting the distribution of the distanes between the Pb/S
intensity peaks in a and  diretion (f).
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(d). Here the intensity is plotted as a funtion of the real distane, estimated from the
disretization quantities from table 4.1. The real peak maxima are then obtained with
subpixel auray by plotting around the maxima with a quadrati funtion as an be seen
from 5.15 (e). The blak markers show the original intensity values for the appropriate
pixels of the CCD amera in the NCSI image. The red urve is tted with a sampling of
∼ 50× smoother then the original, e.g. a peak that onsists of 10 pixel in the image is
approximated by 500 subpixel points. The two maxima position an then be gained from
the t and the distane is alulated.
The graph (f) in gure 5.15 shows the results from all individual peak distane evalu-
ations together: On the x-axis all experimentally estimated a- (red) and -spaings (blue)
are denoted with markers in the respetive olor. The Gauss urves are alulated to plot
the density of all these markers, i.e. the statistily averaged quantity of the spaings. The
value for the -spaing of 0.314 nm is in very good agreement with the simulated one,
while the averaged a-spaing of 0.286 nm is about 6 pm below the quantities from both
the image simulations and the x-ray diration. The error within this method will be
disussed in the following.
The error of the CCD amera disretization is of 0.287 % for the aquired NSCI image,
i.e. for the value of 0.012826 nm per pixel. After the integration the peaks are plotted and
a quadrati t with subpixel auray is applied as desribed above. The tting data for
suh a peak are examplary shown together with the oeients of the quadrati funtion
and their standard deviations in gure 5.16 (a). From this t funtion the peak maximum
is estimated and from the standard deviations of the oeients the total error for the
peak maximum is derived with Gauss law of error propagation to ∼ 0.35 %, and thus for
the peak distane to ∼ 0.5 %.
These values are used to estimate an averaged spaing by tting a Gauss funtion
onto the experimentally obtained atomi olumn distanes for the plot in gure 5.15 (f).
The standard deviations for the oeients are estimated and the width for the 95 %
ondene band is alulated to 11.5 pm so the total error of the spaings is 6 pm as an
be seen from the data in gure 5.16 (b).
This error is still one order larger than the error from the x-ray diration experiments
but the spaings are estimated loally from the NCSI images of the interfaes and are not
averaged over large areas.
5.9 Long-period undulations
Another striking feature in the lattie struture of the mist ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2
are wave-like undulations of the lattie along the inommensurate axis [84℄. Those inho-
mogeneities an be found on parts of the samples and show harateristi properties:
• They are present diretly next to areas where no suh phenomenon exist.
• They show up very frequently within the dierent samples but not in every one.
• They over areas of hundreds of nanometres on the sample.
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Figure 5.16: (a) Example of t parameters for subpixel auray quadrati tting of a Pb/S
olumn peak from an NCSI ontrast image of (PbS)1.14NbS2. (b) Gauss t applied to the
-spaing quantities. The mean value and 95 % ondene band width are highlighted in
red.
• They are exlusively present along the inommensurate axis.
• The undulations are highly uniformly with a onstant periodiity.
• The rotation of the layers has a xed angular range.
• The periodiity is a full order of magnitude larger than any lattie parameters of
the superell and from that the name long-period undulations is derived.
Figure 5.17 shows the HRTEM analysis of those highly periodi layer undulations in
more detail: The eletron diration pattern in gure (a) diretly reveals this phenomenon
by an angular broadening of the reetions of both the PbS and the NbS2. The undulations
span an angular range of ∼ 13◦ as is determined diretly from the eletron diration.
The undulation period of∼ 26 nm is determined from lowmagniation high-resolution
images as the one in 5.17 (b). The bending of the layers and thus the wave-like shape is
learly visible here, although the atomi olumns are not resolved.
This is the ase for the NCSI ontrast image in gure 5.17 (), where the atom olumns
at the inommensurate interfaes within the undulations are visible. The diratogram
(in the inset) evaluated from the HRTEM image in () onrms the undulations.
The driving fores behind this undulation forming should be of energeti nature, but it
is hard to nd evidene for that from the atom olumn struture. At least it is possible in
this setion to present two ompeting qualitative models for the deformations that must
take plae within the lattie struture of the unit ells while the undulations are formed.
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Figure 5.17: Long-period undulations in (PbS)1.14NbS2. (a) Eletron diration pattern
along the ommensurate diretion showing an angular broadening of reetions due to a
rotation of lattie planes in undulated layers. (b) Low-magniation HRTEM image taken
at a thiker sample area revealing high uniformity of the undulations with a periodiity of
∼ 26 nm. () NCSI ontrast image of undulated layers taken with an aberration-orreted
instrument at a rather thin sample area. The inset shows the diratogram evaluated from
that HRTEM-image.
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For the evaluations of the atom olumns NCSI ontrast images were used that show
large areas of the undulations at the inommensurate interfaes. The pixel intensities of
the images are then read out and loaded into a matrix as in gure 5.18 (a). It is then
possible to draw ontour plots and use a sale that assigns olors to intensity values to
visualize the image intensities. Then an intensity threshold an be dened to separate the
peaks from the bakground. This is demonstrated in gure 5.18 (b). Here the hoosen
threshold is suient enough to identify all intensity peaks (red) that are related to the
atomi olumns of the PbS subsystem. The atom olumn positions an then be determined
from these peaks as shematially shown by the atoms drawn into the ontour plot ().
The rotation of the lattie planes an basially happen by two dierent kinds of modu-
lations of the atomi onguration as illustrated by gure 5.19: (a) shows the undulation
originating from a bending of the whole struture where the unit ell is arranged as on
a ring with the tional onnetion lines between the Pb/S olumns in  diretion point
to the enter of the ring and are not parallel anymore. That results into larger distane
between the atom olumns at the outer interfae of the rotation while at the inner ring
the olumns lose ranks.
Another possible modiation of the struture is shown in gure 5.19 (b). Here all
atom olumns are arranged parallel to the  diretion and are sheared towards eah other.
As an be seen from the illustrations, a harateristi parameter is whether the on-
netions in  diretion between the atom olumns are parallel or strife together. The
atom olumn positions determined from the ontour plots were then used and onneting
lines between the atom olumns are drawn as shown in gure 5.19 () + (d). Beause the
undulation has a frequeny of 26 nm only a small setion of the whole area is shown.
Nevertheless, it an be seen that the vast majority of onneting lines within the un-
dulation is parallel and thus the unit ells are sheared towards eah other in  diretion, so
the model 5.19 (b) desribes the modulations of the atomi olumn positions satisfatorily.
5.10 Imaging along the [110℄PbS axis: Individually re-
solving the Pb and S olumns
It is not possible to estimate the distane between the Pb and S olumns of the PbS
subsystem in  diretion from the NCSI ontrast images in one of the three main zone
axes that were already disussed.
From the x-ray diration data [13℄ it was determined that this distane should be
around 53.5 pm as gure 5.20 illustrates. The shemati drawing on the left side shows
the projeted atomi olumns along the ommensurate diretion and the distane values.
As the experimental NCSI ontrast image on the right shows, the Pb and S olumns both
ontribute intensity to the same peak and the distane between the individual olumns
an not be estimated from that.
To resolve the individual olumns it is neessary to image the lattie struture along
a dierent zone axis where the projeted Pb and S olumns are not situated so lose
together. This zone axis is the [110]PbS. The indexing indiates that this zone axis exists
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Figure 5.18: Determination of the atom olumn positions at the inommensurate interfaes
in the undulated areas of (PbS)1.14NbS2. An NCSI ontrast image (a) is displayed as
a ontour plot (b) by visualising pixel intensity values as olors (here red is dened as
intensity (ounts) ≥ 1500). The intensity peaks that belong to the atom olumns of the
PbS subsystem are then diretly visible in the ontour plot ().
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Figure 5.19: Qualitative models desribing the modiation of the atom olumn positions
in the unit ells of the PbS subsystem at the inommensurate interfae within undulated
areas of the mist (PbS)1.14NbS2: (a) The rotation fores the atom olumns to be arranged
as on the surfae of a ring. (b) The unit ell is sheared in  diretion and the arrangement
of the atom olumns is still parallel. () + (d): The evaluation of atom olumn positions
determined from experimental NCSI ontrast images shows that nearly all atom olumns
are arranged as the model (b) predits. Parallel arranged pairs of atom olumns are
onneted with blak boxes and lines, others with blue. It an be seen that the vast majority
of atom olumn pairs is parallel arranged.
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Figure 5.20: Projeted atom olumns of the PbS subsystem within the mist layered om-
pound (PbS)1.14NbS2. The shemati drawing on the left side inludes also the x-ray
diration [13℄ derived distanes. As an be seen from the enlarged part of an experi-
mental HRTEM image on the right aquired under NCSI ontrast imaging onditions, the
distane between the Pb and S olumns in  diretion that should be 53.5 pm annot be
determined beause the intensity from the individual S and Pb olumns result in a single
peak.
only for the PbS subsystem, for the NbS2 part this is no symmetry diretion.
As Figure 5.21 shows shematially, this axis an be found by simply tilting the sample
around 45
◦
: The Pb and S olumns that are in the projetion along the ommmensurate
axis very lose to eah other (left) are separated after tilting of 45
◦
(right image) and the
protrusion of the Pb from the S olumns an be estimated.
Unfortunately it is not possible to tilt the samples over angles as large as 45
◦
within
the mirosope, so the samples have to be prepared in a way that the [110]PbS zone axis is
near to the sample normal. This is ahieved by utting the initial rystals with an angle
of 45
◦
towards the inommensurate zone axis after they are glued between silion and
glass.
Before the experiment, multislie simulations along this zone axis were performed to
study the ontrast features that might appear in the experimental NCSI ontrast images.
Figure 5.22 shows a part of the simulated matrix with the thikness along y and the defous
along the x axis for a set of mirosope parameters that will produe NCSI ontrast at a
defous of 5.8 nm for the appropriate Cs value of ∼ -13 µm.
As the highlighted enlarged parts of the matrix demonstrate, it is possible to nd pairs
of defous and thikness lose to eah other that result in very dierent image ontrast:
While for a thikness of 16.5 nm and a defous of 9 nm the Pb atom olumns are learly
muh stronger in intensity than the S olumns, at lower thiknesses and a defous value
only 2-3 nm loser to the NCSI ontrast ondition the S olumns produe stronger ontrast
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Figure 5.21: Shemati drawings of the 45
◦
tilting of a (PbS)1.14NbS2 superell from the
zone axis along the ommensurate diretion (left) to the [110]PbS axis (right) where the Pb
and S olumns of the PbS subsystem are learly separated and the distanes between them
in the  diretion an be estimated as the inset depits.
than the ones of the Pb. In addition, intensity artefats our as the green irle highlights
that an easily be mistreated as atom olumn ontrast.
An experimental NCSI ontrast image from (PbS)1.14NbS2 in the [110]PbS zone axis is
shown in gure 5.23. The ontrasts in the right olumn (Z = 6 nm) of the simulations in
gure 5.22 are ompared with the experimental image in the inset. From that it an be
judged that the thikness of the sample in the imaged region was about 6-9 nm. The Pb
and S olumns an be easily identied in the experimental image. The NbS2 subsystem
ontributes only three rows of blurred ontrast to the image intensity as expeted beause
of the lak of a zone axis in the observed diretion.
The overall quality of the NCSI images in this zone axis is learly worse than for e.g.
the images along the ommensurate axis. This is most likely due to the more ompliated
sample preparation proess and the strong presene of amorphous material on the samples
after preparation that ould not signiantly be improved until now.
Nevertheless suh NCSI images were used to estimate the distane between the Pb and
S olumns in  diretion on a loal sale, even though the preision might not be as good
as e.g. for the evaluation of the tetragonal distortion and the error in the determination
of the distane is expeted to be higher.
For the distane determination a line perpendiular to the  diretion was dened as
shown in gure 5.24 (a). Then intensity proles were taken from this line towards the
individual peaks parallel to eah other as shown in 5.24 (b). Those were plotted and tted
with quadrati funtions and subpixel auray (gure 5.24 () + (d)). The distane from
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Figure 5.22: Multislie simulation matrix for dierent values of defous and sample thik-
ness of the HRTEM image ontrast of (PbS)1.14NbS2 in the [110]PbS zone axis. Simulation
parameters are E = 300 kV, Cs = -13 µm, δ(Z) = 2.9 nm, α = 0.2 mrad. The red irles
highlight two sets of defous and thikness values that produe learly dierent intensities
for the Pb and S olumns respetively. For t = 16.5 nm and a defous of 9 nm the Pb
olumns are muh stronger in ontrast than the S olumns, while for 6.6 nm thikness and
Z = 7 nm it is vie versa. As an example, an intensity artefat that does not indiate the
position of an atomi olumn is highlighted by the green irle in the enlarged inset.
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simulationexperiment
Figure 5.23: NCSI ontrast image of the mist layered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2 along the
[110]PbS zone axis. The Pb and S olumns of the PbS subsystem are individually resolved
as the enlarged inset learly demonstrates by omparison with the multislie simulation.
the line to the peak maximum is taken as the relative distane and by omparing those
for more than 100 olumns of Pb and S an average relative distane for both types of
atomi olumns an be alulated.
Due to the broad peaks the error for eah tted relative olumn distane is about 21
%. After that a Gauss urve is tted to the relative distanes of both olumns as shown
in gure 5.24 (e). The average distane for the S olumns is 72 pm and the error (95%
ondene interval) 38 %, i.e. 27 pm. For the Pb olumns the relative distane is 110 pm
± 93 pm (85 %).
The absolute distane between the Pb and S olumns in  diretion is then 38 pm ±
35 pm. The error is large as expeted from the quality of the single NCSI ontrast images
but the result is in agreement with the x-ray value of 53.5 pm.
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Figure 5.24: Determination of the distane between the Pb and S olumns in  diretion of
the mist layered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2 with the help of HRTEM NCSI ontrast images
taken along the [110]PbS zone axis: A line perpendiular to the  diretion is dened (a)
and proles along the peaks are drawn (b). The maxima are tted with subpixel auray
(() + (d)) for more than 100 peaks. The averaged relative distanes are then estimated
(f) to alulate the total distane between the Pb and S olumns.
Chapter 6
Disussion
6.1 Methodologial aspets of the HRTEM experiments
Eletron diration
The eletron diration results (hapter 5.1, table 5.1) show that the sample struture
orresponds well on the average to the struture of mist ompound rystals of nominally
same omposition as obtained from lattie parameter measurements using x-ray diration
[13℄. Although x-ray diration as a tehnique averaging over large sample volumes is in
general muh more preise, the lattie parameters determined from the reetion distanes
in the EDPs t to the x-ray data with an error of less than 2%.
The eletron diration pattern give hints on inhomogeneities within the rystal lattie
like the streaking of the reetions along the ommensurate axis (g. 5.3) that is explained
by staking disorder and will be disussed in hapter 6.2.
Conventional and aberration-orreted HRTEM imaging
By omparing onventional experimental images along the ommensurate diretion of
the mist layered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2 reorded with a Tenai F30 S-Twin HRTEM
instrument with multislie simulations (g. 4.7 (a)), the ontrast features predited by the
simulations an be experimentally onrmed. They learly show no easy aordane with
the real struture as depited by the inset that demonstrates, that atomi olumn positions
are not represented by intensity maxima. It is not possible for any ombinations of defous
and thikness values to ahieve ontrast where the intensity maxima diretly represent
the atom olumns of the rystal. The origin for that is the huge image deloalization.
Figure 5.7 (b) shows an experimental aberration-orreted HRTEM image along the
same zone axis reorded with the Titan 80-300 kV (left) and the appropriate multislie
simulation (right). The inset of the projeted atomi onguration shows that the result-
ing image intensity peaks orrespond diretly to the atom olumns of the lattie struture.
The experimental image reprodues this ontrast due to the strongly surpressed deloal-
ization, like the bright intensity maxima that represent the atomi olumns, very well.
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These observations are the basi motivation of using the method of NCSI ontrast
imaging for the investigation of the interfaes of the mist layered ompound rystal.
NCSI ontrast imaging
By using the NCSI tehnique it is demonstrated that the obtained experimental images
reveal the projeted rystal potential and thus the atom olumns along the interfaes di-
retly in real spae (g. 5.8). As opposed to eletron diration pattern or x-ray diration
experiments one an gain information about lattie onstants, struture modulations or
inhomogeneities on a loal sale. X-ray diration tehniques are really powerful in terms
of auray, but lak any loal information beause they average over very large areas in
ontrast to HRTEM images.
The image in gure 5.8 that shows an area of about 20 nm × 20 nm along the om-
mensurate diretion of (PbS)1.14NbS2 demonstrates that the weakly sattering S olumns
are individually resolved even in lose distane to the more strongly sattering Pb and
Nb olumns. The loal position of atom olumns and thus lattie parameters an be
determined with high preision from suh images whih demonstrates the advantage of
the NCSI ontrast imaging tehnique over the spatially averaging x-ray diration exper-
iments.
Foal series and reonstrution of the exit-plane wave funtion
The foal series reorded with a onventional HRTEM (Tenai F 30) along the ommensu-
rate diretion of (PbS)1.14NbS2 (g. 5.10) shows ompliated ontrast behaviour in every
single image. The layers an be resolved, but the NbS2 subsystem annot be identied
from the ontrast in any of the images. The reonstruted phase of the exit-plane wave
funtion reveals more details about the atom olumn onguration. Although the NbS2
sublayers are not resolved, one an learly identify the PbS atom olumns.
By studying the ontrast features of experiment and simulation for a foal series
reorded with an aberration-orreted HRTEM (g. 5.11), one an nd a very good
overall agreement between experiment and simulation. The strongest ontrast under suh
onditions, is predited for the defous of 6 nm very lose to the NCSI ontrast ondition
whih is onrmed by both experiment and simulation. The onguration of the atom
olumns at the interfaes an be examined very well.
In onlusion, the benets of tuning the spherial aberration to negative values for
NCSI ontrast produing onditions are onviningly demonstrated by suh a defoal se-
ries of our omplex rystal system (gure 5.11). The simulations predit the experimental
image ontrasts very well.
The eet of amorphous material (on the top and bottom of the sample) on the
auray of determining atom olumn positions from restored exit waves was by [87℄
found to be the most important fator (ompared with other inuenes as e.g. noise
or the restoration method within the reonstrution itself) that limits the reliability of
atomi olumn position estimations. Figure 5.12 demonstrates this eet by omparing
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the reonstruted phase image of the exit-plane wave funtion and the NCSI ontrast
image from within the series.
Plan-view imaging
The plan-view images show huge dierenes in the experimental ontrast (g. 5.5). This
ould be explained by abrupt hanges in the sample thikness due to the preparation
method. The ontrast behaviour is onrmed by multislie simulations. In the images
periodi intensity modulations our (g. 5.6) that have their origin in the inommensu-
rabillity of the mist ompound.
The atomi olumns ould not be resolved even with NCSI ontrast imaging in the
plain-view projetion diretion as was expeted: Figure 5.1 (a) illustrates that the atomi
olumn distanes are often far below 0.8 A˚ngstrom, whih is the information limit of the
Titan.
Conventional Z-ontrast imaging
Although the fourfold symmetry of the PbS subsystem is visible in the images (g. 5.4),
the ontrasts are strongly blurred in the HAADF STEM images. From the NbS2 subsys-
tem whih has muh shorter interatomi distanes, only the Nb part is resolved as bright
intensity lines. This was expeted, as the S has a far smaller atomi number Z. The
Z-ontrast images were one of the rst ever taken with this instrument whose parameters
were not yet haraterized. The images leave room for further improvements in resolution,
as the nominal resolution of the mirosope is about 0.17 nm.
6.2 Quantitative HRTEM results: The mist layered
ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2
Staking disorder
The result that staking disorder exists in the (PbS)1.14NbS2 mist system was assumed at
rst from the eletron diration patterns that deliver information averaged over a larger
volume of the sample. As the NCSI ontrast image in gure 5.14 shows by resolving the
atomi olumn onguration at the inommensurate interfaes it an be loally observed
that this is indeed the ase.
The fat that the PbS double layers are staked in an unordered way inside of the
van-der-Waals gaps of the NbS2 in the inommensurate diretion as if it is neither aligned
to the NbS2 lattie nor the next adjaent PbS slabs supports the piture of the transition
metal dihalogenide being the host rystal and the PbS as a whole the interalated guest.
This is in line with the preditions of interalation of the whole subsystem from [8℄.
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Tetragonal distortion
The tetragonal distortion, that desribes the ompression of the originally ubi rok-salt
struture of the PbS to be stronger along the a than along the  axis an be diretly
measured with experimental NCSI ontrast images (g. 5.15). The protrusion of the Pb
olumns within the PbS an be determined from the imaging along the [110℄PbS axis that
separates the S and Pb olumns.
The intensity maximum shift due to the overlapping of the Pb and S olumns in the -
diretion is very aurately reprodued by the experimental data (g. 5.15)). The spaing
in a diretion lies within the error tolerane of 6 pm (g. 5.15).
The omparison with the values obtained for this mist layered ompound system
from x-ray diration experiments [13℄ shows that loal measurements of atomi olumn
distanes agree well with the average values obtained from x-ray experiments.
Long-period undulations
The HRTEM analysis with NCSI ontrast images of the new phenomenon of highly
periodi layer undulations (g. 5.17) along the inommensurate interfae diretion of
(PbS)1.14NbS2 reveals both quantitative and qualitative informations. The undulations
span an angular range of ∼ 13◦ and the undulation period of ∼ 26 nm is determined.
While the exat reason for the period length is still unertain, the vast majority of
unit ells is sheared along the  diretion (g. 5.19) to form the undulations. Further
investigations should onentrate on the origin of the undulations.
Imaging along the [110℄PbS axis: Individually resolving the Pb and S olumns
To resolve the individual Pb and S olumns of the PbS subsystem it is neessary to image
the lattie struture along a zone axis where the projeted Pb and S olumns are not
situated diretly beneath eah other. NCSI ontrast imaging was therefore performed
along the [110]PbS zone axis (g. 5.23) and the individual atom olumns with a spaing
of nominally 53 pm were indeed individually resolved.
The overall quality of the NCSI ontrast images in this zone axis is not as good as the
images along the ommensurate axis, as the broad intensity peak maxima depit. Never-
theless, the absolute distane between the Pb and S olumns in  diretion is determined
(g 5.24) and in good agreement with the x-ray diration derived value. There it an
be onluded it is worth trying to improve the preparation for this and other zone axes
to gain even more preise struture informations.
On the auray of atom olumn determination and site oupany
The highest auray in atom olumn position determination from aberration-orreted
HRTEM images so far is about 3-5 pm [5℄ for exit-plane reonstrutions and NCSI images.
Our statistial error for the determination of the tetragonal distortion is 6 pm and thus
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very lose to that. It beomes worse when too muh amorphous material disturbs the
NCSI imaging (35 pm for the determination of the Pb-S distane) [87℄.
Amorphous material aets also strongly the possibility of site oupany determina-
tions from peak intensities. Whether an exhange of metal atoms between the NbS2 and
the PbS subsystems as found by [91℄ has a measurable inuene on the olumn intensity in
NCSI ontrast images is therefore not preditable without simulations inluding the eet
of the amorphous layers. The simulations should also use the orret Debye-Waller fators
for the system determined with DFT alulations to yield the orret image ontrast [86℄.
This will be a task for the future.
Chapter 7
Summary and onlusions
Experimental HRTEM and multislie simulations were applied to study the lattie stru-
ture and the atomi onguration at the inommensurate interfaes of the mist layered
ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2.
Ultra-thin samples were prepared for HRTEM using dierent preparation tehniqes
for plan-view and ross-setion examinations.
Lattie parameters of the mist ompound were determined from eletron dira-
tion along the rystallographi diretions [001℄, [010℄ and [100℄ and ompared with x-ray
diration data to haraterize the rystal struture (hapter 5.1).
The eet of image deloalization for both onventional (Tenai F 30) and aberration-
orreted (Titan T) HRTEM was demonstrated by omparison of experimental images
and multislie simulations.
It ould be demonstrated that NCSI ontrast imaging is apable of resolving the
Pb, S and Nb olumns (by imaging along the zone axes [010℄ and [110℄PbS) along the
interfaes within the mist layered ompound individually, although they are situated
diretly beneath eah other and dier signiantly in their sattering strength.
Exit-plane wave reonstrution was performed on foal series reorded with both the
Tenai and Titan mirosopes. The reonstruted phases were not favorable in resolution
when ompared to the NCSI ontrast images due to the eet of amorphous material [87℄.
Experimental NCSI ontrast imaging with the aberration-orreted HRTEM was ap-
plied to resolve the atomi onguration at the inommensurate interfaes of the mist
ompound. Several lattie modiations and inhomogeneities were desribed in detail and
quantitativly haraterized, in partiular:
• staking disorder of the PbS;
• tetragonal distortion within the PbS subsystem;
• long-period undulations of the whole mist lattie;
The best statistial auray reahed in atomi olumn distane determination was al-
ulated to 6 pm (see hapter 5.8).
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It was possible to resolve the individual Pb and S olumns of the PbS subsystem in a
zone axis with an angle of 45
◦
towards the ommensurate one.
The mist layered ompound (PbS)1.14NbS2 hosts several lattie struture modiations
and inhomogeneities at the inommensurate interfaes. Phenomena like the staking
disorder or the long-period undulations were until now not desribed or quantitatively
determined in the literature. The tetragonal distortion was measured diretly with loal
atom olumn positions for the rst time.
HAADF-STEM was applied for Z-ontrast imaging. The layered struture along the
ommensurate axis and the PbS subsystem as well as the Nb ould be resolved but there
is still room for improvement.
In onlusion, the aberration-orreted HRTEM and in partiular the NCSI ontrast imag-
ing tehnique along with multislie simulations is perfetly appliable to study the om-
plex atomi struture along the inommensurate interfaes of the mist layered ompound
(PbS)1.14NbS2. The statistial error of the loal atom olumn position determination for
quantitative lattie struture analysis was determined to 6 pm, whih is omparable to
the auray reported in the newest literature (3-5 pm) [5℄.
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